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Tiivistelmä – Abstract 
Barbara Kingsolver explores connections and relationships between people in her novels and shows how trauma breaks down these 
relationships. Kingsolver focuses on how her characters recover from and work through their traumas and especially her first two 
novels, The Bean Trees and Animal Dreams, focus on trauma and recuperation. I will also discuss a more recent Kingsolver novel 
Prodigal Summer in this study. In Kingsolver’s work there appears to occur a change where trauma becomes less central in her 
novels. 
 
The aim of this study is to explore that change and to show how the characters in the three novels mentioned above deal with 
trauma. The resolutions that Kingsolver offers in her novels are united in that they are positive and emphasize the importance of 
connections between people. To explore these positive resolutions to trauma and the way Kingsolver‘s characters achieve them is 
the central aim of this study. 
 
Trauma theory focuses mainly on studying how severe trauma affects its victims and what the traumas in today’s world mean for 
culture and language in general. Kingsolver’s novels stand in opposition of this in their practicality and pragmatism. Kingsolver 
focuses on recovering and working through trauma. Her novels are at times even unrealistic in how easily her characters are able to 
work through trauma and maintain their belief in humanity even after witnessing the evil in the world. 
 
Critics focusing on trauma narrative suggest that there is an increasing focus on recovery from trauma. Roger Luckhurst proposes 
that trauma creates narrative possibility, and Vickroy notes the potential importance of narratives for both trauma victims and the 
wider public to understand and sympathize with trauma victims. Although the Kingsolver novels studied here do not neatly fit into 
the mold of trauma narrative, trauma is a central enough theme in her novels to warrant a study. 
 
The first novel studied, The Bean Trees, is Kingsolver’s debut novel. It focuses on three traumatized characters. The central 
character is Taylor Greer, a young woman from Kentucky who moves to Tucson and takes a molested Native American child into 
her care. Witnessing how trauma affects the small child forces Taylor to reevaluate her attitudes towards life. She also gains a more 
global perspective on life through meeting Esperanza and Estevan, a Mayan couple fleeing genocide in Guatemala.In the end all 
characters recover and Taylor formulates her answer to trauma, which emphasizes the connections between people. 
 
Animal Dreams shifts the focus from witnessing trauma to a woman suffering from it herself. The central character in the novel is 
Cosima Noline, a native from the fictional town of Grace in Arizona. She has lost her mother at a very young age and suffered a 
miscarriage as a teenager. The trauma has affected her worldview and given her a very negative self-image. In the novel she returns 
to her home village and is forced to face the traumas she has left behind. With the help of the villagers, her boyfriend, and 
especially her sister Hallie, Cosima rebuilds her memories and finds that her life was not so negative after all. She is able to 
integrate back into her childhood community and becomes an active member in it. Instead of running away from trauma, she faces 
it and works through it. 
 
Prodigal Summer differs from the other two novels studied in that instead of one main character, it explores three different 
storylines. Only one of them, that of Lusa Landowski, focuses on trauma. Lusa is research assistant studying biology who marries a 
farmer and moves to live on his farm in the fictional Zebulon County in the Appalachian mountain range. Soon after the novel 
begins Lusa’s husband Cole dies in an accident. She must rebuild her life on the farm and work through the death of her husband. In 
Prodigal Summer Kingsolver emphasizes the connection of love over trauma. In the ending resolution to the novel Lusa realizes 
that she will keep learning more about her husband from the people in Zebulon County. Their love lives on even after his death. 
 
The study of the three novels show that Kingsolver focuses on recuperation from trauma in her novels and offers positive 
resolutions to her readers. Her central theme of connections is juxtaposed with that of trauma. Proving the importance of 
connections is easier once you see what happens to individuals when they do not exist. Trauma works as a narrative tool for 
Kingsolver, breaking the daily lives of the characters and forcing them to make some sort of a response, which allows Kingsolver to 
emphasize connectedness. 
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Tiivistelmä – Abstract 
Barbara Kingsolverin romaanit tutkivat ihmisten välisiä suhteita, jotka trauma usein rikkoo. Kingsolver keskittyy siihen, miten 
hänen henkilöhahmonsa työstävät traumansa ja parantuvat siitä. Varsinkin Kingsolverin ensimmäinen ja toinen romaani, The Bean 
Trees ja Animal Dreams, keskittyvät traumaan ja sen läpikäyntiin. Sisällytän tutkimukseeni myös uudemman Kingsolver romaanin, 
Prodigal Summer-teoksen. Jos Kingsolverin tuotantoa katsoo kokonaisuutena, trauman keskeisyys teemana vähitellen vähenee. 
 
Tämän tutkimuksen tavoitteena on tutkia muutosta romaanista toiseen ja näyttää millä tavoin Kingsolverin kolmen romaanin 
henkilöhahmot työstävät traumojaan. Kingsolverin romaaneissa lukijalle antamat resoluutiot ovat varsin samanlaisia. Ne ovat 
positiivisia ja korostavat ihmisten välisten suhteiden tärkeyttä. Se miten trauma läpikäydään ja minkälaiset resoluutiot trauma 
tarjoaa, sekä mitä tämä paljastaa Kingsolverin asenteista traumaa kohtaan, on tämän tutkielman keskeinen aihe. 
 
Traumateoria keskittyy siihen, miten trauma vaikuttaa uhreihinsa ja mitä nykypäivän ja menneisyyden traumat merkitsevät 
kulttuurille ja kielelle. Kingsolverin romaanit sen sijaan ovat käytännönläheisiä ja pragmaattisia. Hän keskittyy trauman 
läpikäyntiin ja sen kanssa elämiseen. Hänen romaaninsa ovat välillä jopa epärealistisia siinä, miten helposti hänen hahmonsa käyvät 
traumansa läpi. He myös säilyttävät uskonsa ihmiskuntaan, vaikka joutuvat vastatusten ihmisen pahuuden kanssa. 
 
Traumakertomuksia tarkastelleet tutkijat keskittyvät traumasta paranemiseen. Roger Luckhurst ehdottaa, että trauma tarkoittaa 
myös narratiivista mahdollisuutta, sen kautta voi syntyä jotain uutta, ainakin kirjallisuudessa. Vickroy taas näkee traumasta 
kertovissa romaaneissa potentiaalisesti tärkeän resurssin traumasta kärsiville. Niiden avulla myös laajemmalla kansanjoukolla on 
mahdollisuus asettua traumasta kärsivän asemaan ja ymmärtää heitä paremmin. 
 
Ensimmäinen romaani jota tarkastelen on The Bean Trees, Kingsolverin esikoisromaani. Sen keskiössä on kolme traumatisoitunutta 
henkilöhahmoa. Heistä tärkein on Taylor Greer, nuori nainen Kentuckysta, joka muuttaa Tucsoniin, Arizonaan. Matkalla hän saa 
mukaansa cherokeelapsen, jota on ilmeisesti seksuaalisesti hyväksikäytetty ja pahoinpidelty. Trauman vaikutuksen näkeminen 
lapsessa vaikuttaa vahvasti Tayloriin ja pakottaa hänet pohtimaan elämän suuria kysymyksiä. Toisen traumatisoituneen hahmon, 
Guatemalan kansanmurhaa paenneen Esperanzan kautta Taylor saa myös globaalimman perspektiivin. Lopulta kaikki selviävät 
traumoistaan ja Taylor keksii oman vastauksensa traumaan ja korostaa ihmisten välisten suhteiden tärkeyttä. 
 
Animal Dreamsin keskeinen hahmo on Cosima Noline, fiktionaalisen Arizonassa sijaitsevan Gracen kylän asukas, joka on 
muuttanut pois. Hän on menettänyt äitinsä nuorena ja kärsinyt teini-ikäisenä keskenmenon, jonka hän piilotti isältään ja 
pikkusiskoltaan. Trauma on antanut Cosimalle negatiivisen minäkuvan. Romaanissa hän palaa kotikyläänsä ja on pakotettu 
kohtaamaan traumansa. Kyläläisten, poikaystävänsä ja sisarensa Hallien avulla Cosima käy uudelleen läpi muistojaan. Hänelle 
selviää, ettei hänen lapsuutensa ja nuoruutensa ollutkaan niin negatiivista, kuin hän oli ajatellut. Lopussa Cosima integroituu 
uudelleen kotikyläänsä. 
 
Prodigal Summer eroaa kahdesta muusta tarkastelun kohteena olevasta romaanista, koska siinä on kolme eri tarinalinjaa, jotka 
sijoittuvat fiktionaaliseen Zebulon Countyyn Appalakkien vuorilla. Vain yksi niistä, Lusa Landowskin tarinalinja, keskittyy 
suoranaisesti traumaan. Lusa on tutkimusapulainen biologian laitoksella, joka menee naimisiin maanviljelijän kanssa ja muuttaa 
hänen tilalleen pois kotikaupungistaan. Pian romaanin alun jälkeen Lusan aviomies Cole Widener kuolee onnettomuudessa ja Lusan 
täytyy jälleenrakentaa elämänsä ja kohdata aviomiehensä kuolema. Romaanissa Kingsolver korostaa rakkautta traumankin 
voittavana voimana. Romaanin loppuresoluutiossa Lusa pohtii, että hän aviomiehensä elää hänen ja muiden kyläläisten muistoissa 
ja että hän tulee oppimaan joka päivä uutta Colesta. Heidän rakkautensa elää vielä. 
 
Tutkimukseni näyttää miten Kingsolver keskittyy trauman läpikäyntiin romaaneissaan ja miten positiivisia hänen tarjoamansa 
loppuratkaisut ovat. Ihmisten välisten suhteiden tärkeyden todistaminen on helpompaa, kun näkee mitä tapahtuu suhteiden 
rikkoutuessa. Trauma toimii Kingsolverilla narratiivisena työkaluna. Se rikkoo hänen henkilöhahmojensa elämän ja pakottaa heidät 
reagoimaan, minkä kautta Kingsolver korostaa ihmisten välisten suhteiden tärkeyttä. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Our families and communities are essential parts of our existence. All of us are connected to 
other people through ties of family, friendship and community. However, moments of severe 
emotional trauma, such as those occurred because of the Holocaust and that continue to occur 
in today's wars all over the globe, can destroy the link between individuals, their families 
and communities. At the same time our social safety net is essential, as a safe environment 
is required for recovering from trauma. One writer who has explored the links between 
individuals, families and communities, but also the traumas that separate them, is the 
American novelist Barbara Kingsolver. According to Leder, the two basic themes of 
Kingsolver are “an appreciation of the natural world that not only celebrates its nurturing 
beauty but also explores it as a biological system, and an appreciation of human diversity 
that considers how people of different backgrounds and perspectives can learn from each 
other” (1). I will add that she also explores the negative sides of these themes, of how we do 
not appreciate nature the way we should and how people can be extremely cruel to each 
other. It is also important to note that Kingsolver is always trying to teach something through 
her novels. While her characters learn, so do her readers. The two themes that Leder 
mentions above come very close to encapsulating what she attempts to teach. 
The theme of the connections between human beings keeps recurring through all of 
her novels. As Swartz notes, “a sense of connection between all things — earth, people, 
animals, past and present — makes Animal Dreams and Kingsolver's other books work” 
(67). The title of Kingsolver's debut novel The Bean Trees is a good example of the 
importance of connections in her work. The novel's title is a reference to an event in the 
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novel, where a child named Turtle names wisteria vines in her baby language as a “bean 
tree” (143-4). At the end of the novel, its main character Taylor Greer teaches the same child 
that beans, the family of legumes, do well in nutritiously poor soil because of the bacteria 
rhizobia. Similarly to this symbiotic relationship, people need each other to thrive. This is 
the ending resolution of the novel and also arguably one of the central messages in 
Kingsolver’s body of work. She does recognize that the connections between people can 
become severed, and also describes such events in her fiction. The child in The Bean Trees 
has become traumatized because of sexual molestation. How the effects of severed 
connections can be cured is another recurring theme in Kingsolver. It is then understandable 
that all of Kingsolver’s novels feature trauma to some extent, as trauma has such a 
debilitating effect on the connections the individual forms to her community and family.  
In my thesis I will focus on three of Kingsolver’s novels, each of which contains one 
or more traumatic events that the main character/characters must deal with. Each of my 
chosen novels looks at trauma from a different perspective, but they also share many 
similarities. In The Bean Trees the main character is not traumatized herself, but must deal 
with the traumas she sees around her, while in Animal Dreams the protagonist Cosima Noline 
is herself haunted by a trauma from her childhood. She returns to her hometown Grace and 
must face up to her past. In the third novel, Prodigal Summer, Lusa Kowalski, a newcomer 
to an Appalachian farming community, must face the death of her husband, Cole Widener. 
The first reason for my choice of Kingsolver's novels is that each of them deals with 
trauma. They also represent different time periods in Kingsolver's work. The Bean Trees and 
Animal Dreams were published with only a short gap between them, the latter in 1988 and 
the former in 1991, while Prodigal Summer came out in 2000. Within the ten year gap the 
novels Pig Dreams and The Poisonwood Bible were published. Pig Dreams is not a novel 
about trauma, so it does not fit my chosen perspective of study. The Poisonwood Bible does 
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contain trauma to an extent, but its main themes are religion, colonialism, race and gender. 
It also takes place in Africa. All three novels I have chosen for my study are set in the USA, 
two in Arizona and one in the Appalachian mountain range. 
The Bean Trees and Animal Dreams are the most straightforward trauma novels of 
Kingsolver, so in a study looking at trauma in Kingsolver, they are obvious choices. With 
Prodigal Summer the choice is less obvious as it is a novel thematically concerned with the 
environment to a greater extent than the two other novels. In addition to exploring the 
connections between human beings, it addresses our connection to the environment. 
However, the character of Lusa Landowski is beset with similar dilemmas as Cosima Noline 
and Taylor Greer. She also represents a different attitude towards trauma, one that is different 
from the two others, and looks at a different aspect of trauma recovery if compared to them. 
In her novels Kingsolver utilizes the narrative possibility opened up by trauma to a 
great extent. In all three novels, trauma ultimately leads to character growth or to new 
possibilities for each protagonist. Taylor adopts a sexually molested Native American child 
and forms a rather unconventional family unit with her friend Lou Ann. She then turns the 
negativity of trauma into an affirmation of the need for connections and community. Cosima 
confronts the community of her childhood and youth, a location mixed with trauma in her 
memories, but in the end becomes reconnected to the community and builds herself a 
stronger identity, one that acknowledges her trauma but is not debilitated by it. Finally, Lusa 
finds herself without a husband, with four in-laws and their husbands to confront. Without 
her husband to lean on, she finds a way to survive on the farm she has inherited and also to 
connect to the community. In all three novels trauma leads to character development through 
recovery and the acknowledgement of trauma.  
Kingsolver's trauma narratives focus on recovery from trauma, not on how or why it 
works the way it does and has such a profound effect on individuals. Her position is a 
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practical one, which I would tie together with her political attitude towards writing. Her 
focus is on what can be done about trauma, not mulling over the problem of what it is and 
what effect it has on our culture. It is there, so deal with it, might sum up Kingsolver’s 
position in my opinion. This is reflected in her characters, who, though they face a crisis in 
the form of trauma, do not become overwhelmed by it, but work through it. I would even 
suggest that trauma makes her characters stronger and more aware of their surroundings. 
In my thesis I argue that her characters develop from family-centered thinking to 
communal thinking and in Prodigal Summer ecological thinking. Trauma works as a catalyst 
and helps bring about this development. By family-centered thinking I mean that the 
characters are more focused on their personal lives and the lives of their families and their 
close friends. Trauma plays an important role in the personal development of the characters, 
working as a shock and ultimately leading to a resolution in this search for the self. By 
communal thinking I refer to a widened realization of the individual's place in her 
community. , which I arguerecovery the protagonist realizes she is part of a community and 
takes an active role in it. Finally by ecological thinking, or ecological awareness, I mean the 
realization that each person shares a connection to nature.                
The topic of this thesis is the effects of trauma on family and community from the 
viewpoint of the development of individual characters in Barbara Kingsolver’s fiction. I will 
discuss the way trauma affects the relationships and connections between the characters and 
the communities they are or become a part of. In so doing I will also address the toolkit used 
by the characters to recover and work through their trauma, and how they cope with the 
traumas of other people. I argue that each of the characters in the three novels faces a crisis 
in the form of trauma that forces them to undergo some type of change. This change typically 
involves a move from a more family centered perspective to a more active role in their 
communities. They also gain a wider perspective of their lives and the world. The move from 
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individuality to communality also develops from novel to novel. Whereas The Bean Trees 
focuses mainly on Taylor Greer and her immediate social circle, Animal Dreams and 
Prodigal Summer are much more tied to a certain place and to a community. 
One characteristic of Kingsolver’s traumatized characters is that they do not stay 
passive. Instead they actively go through the traumatic situations they confront. It is a 
process that continues throughout the novels and is mixed in with the other themes and 
events. Though trauma is not the only theme, nor perhaps even the central one in 
Kingsolver's fiction, it informs the other themes and has an effect on them. Because of this 
I propose that looking at Kingsolver's works from a trauma perspective is fruitful for research 
and will give further insights into her writing. I would argue that Kingsolver is not interested 
in what is the nature of trauma or discussing its origins, but rather on how people deal with 
it. I think she also uses trauma as a literary tool for giving a reason for her characters to 
change, prodding them into action by making them respond to traumatizing events. 
 
1.1 Kingsolver and Trauma Theory 
 
Much of trauma theory focuses on the event of trauma and its psychological effect on 
individual. Trauma as a phenomenon breaks down the ability to represent the traumatic 
event. Cathy Caruth says that “psychoanalysis and medically oriented psychiatry, sociology, 
history and even literature all seem to be called upon to explain, to cure, or to show why it 
is that we can no longer simply cure” (Caruth 4). Kingsolver's approach to trauma focuses 
on curing trauma. She focuses on how recovery from trauma takes place. To address this, I 
will take the theory of trauma and focus on the novels from the viewpoint of recovery. What 
interests me, and, I would argue, Kingsolver as well, is how people manage to cope, and how 
they manage to move on, even after suffering massive trauma. It was indeed something of a 
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surprise after reading the very positive and humanely optimistic novels of Kingsolver to 
move to reading trauma theory, very much engaged with wars, the Holocaust, rape, sexual 
abuse and other similar issues. These topics, except for the Holocaust, do come up in 
Kingsolver as well, but her attitude towards them is focused on recovery and the ability to 
move on. 
Kingsolver manages to write about trauma without even mentioning the word itself. 
The term never once comes up in her novels. And yet it is clear from her novels that she has 
a knowledge the psychological side of trauma, and being a rape survivor herself (Small 
Wonder 167) has a personal perspective to it as well. Trauma breaks down memory and the 
conventional modes of representation. It is a pathological, unhealthy way to look at a world 
informed by what is a mental sickness, a survival defense mechanism. 
Trauma is a major issue precisely because it affects how a person perceives the world. 
We all construct a worldview through sensory perception. We must make sense of our world 
to be able to live in it. Much of this our brain does for us without us being aware of it. One 
way we make sense of our world is by constructing narratives. As Charon notes, 
when we human beings want to understand or describe singular people in particular 
situations that unfold over time, we reach naturally for narrative, or storytelling, to do 
so. When we try to understand why things happen, we put events in temporal order, 
making decisions about beginnings, middles, and ends or causes and effects by virtue 
of imposing plots on otherwise chaotic events (vii). 
Trauma intrudes on our ability of making sense of the world and can lead to a miserable 
existence. Think of Holocaust survivors, who never became quite the same as they were 
before. When trauma becomes pathological it intrudes upon our construction of the world, 
on the narrative we have told ourselves about the world. It keeps a person fixated upon an 
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event, and makes them feel extremely unsafe. Their personal integrity has been broken down, 
making recovery very difficult. 
In literature trauma can also create new space for narrative. As Luckhurst notes, “if 
trauma is a crisis in representation, then this generates narrative possibility, just as much as 
impossibility, a compulsive outpouring of attempts to formulate narrative knowledge” (83; 
original italics). This would seem to hold true for the characters in Kingsolver’s novels, who 
spend a large amount of time discussing how they view the world. Trauma creates a space 
for Kingsolver to speak through her characters on the importance of community and family.  
According to Caruth, “trauma opens up and challenges us to a new kind of listening, 
the witnessing, precisely, of impossibility” (Caruth 10). In the book she has edited, Trauma: 
Explorations in Memory, she wishes “to examine how trauma unsettles and forces us to 
rethink our notions of experience, and of communication” (4). Many writers, directors, 
visual artists and musicians manage to do just that, despite the challenges trauma poses. The 
power of the human imagination and empathy is great and can mount to the challenge of 
trauma. What humankind has done through the years is put the world into a framework that 
allows to make sense of it. The way to find out if that framework is correct is to see whether 
the victims of trauma can be healed with its help. 
I would propose that Kingsolver’s take on trauma is very pragmatic. She seems to take 
the existence of trauma and its nature as granted. No time is spent wondering why characters 
feel the way they do about trauma, instead they come up with ways to cope and explain the 
world to themselves and move on. She describes how her characters recover from trauma 
and offers ways to cope with trauma for those who only witness it. The difficulty of dealing 
with trauma is evident in her novels and the crises it causes are inevitable, but they are 
overcome by her characters and life begins anew each time. Death, suffering and becoming 
face to face with it are unescapable parts of life. Kingsolver acknowledges this but does not 
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make claims of not being able to represent those aspects. Trauma is an everyday occurrence. 
All of us get wounded somehow. The difference is that some of us are able to cope and others 
become pathologically affected. What I am interested in is what those who are able to cope 
effectively with trauma are doing that is different to those not able to do so. I will explore 
how Kingsolver portrays the recovery of her characters and what that reveal of her attitude 
towards trauma. 
In my thesis I will compare and contrast the attitude towards trauma in her novels to 
that of trauma theory. While trauma theory looks at the world after trauma, Kingsolver in 
her novels rebuilds the world for the characters suffering from trauma. Each of them recovers 
from trauma and goes on to lead a life surrounded by loved ones and a community. Thus the 
attitudes of Kingsolver and trauma theory differ noticeably. 
 
1.2 Barbara Kingsolver: Life and Works 
 
Barbara Kingsolver was born in Annapolis, Maryland, in 1955, but moved to rural east-
central Kentucky at the age of two. She lived in other countries, the Republic of Congo 
among them, with her parents, who did volunteer work. In 1973 she entered DePauw 
University in Indiana on a piano scholarship, but she soon changed her major to biology, in 
which she earned a bachelor’s degree. After a brief stay in Europe, she moved to Tucson, 
Arizona in 1978, and enrolled at the University of Arizona, where she completed a master’s 
degree in biology and afterwards worked as a scientific writer. In 1985 she left academia to 
become a full-time freelance writer and began publishing poems and short fiction, a path she 
is still following. Today Kingsolver, a mother of two, lives in Virginia in the southern 
Appalachian Mountains, with her husband Steven Hopp. She divides her time between 
writing, mothering, tending the family garden and being active in the local community (web). 
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Kingsolver has received much critical attention and multiple awards for her work, 
including the National Humanities Award in 2000. Her most critically acclaimed novels 
include The Poisonwood Bible (1998), a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and the Orange Prize, 
also named an Oprah Book Club selection. The Lacuna (2009) won the Orange Prize in 
2010. Telling of the popularity of her novels to a wider audience is that, since her sixth 
publication Pigs in Heaven (1993), all her novels have become New York Times bestsellers. 
Aside from novels Kingsolver has published non-fiction, including two essay collections, 
poetry and short fiction. (web) 
The topics in her fiction are wide-ranging, but often concentrate on family, community 
and the natural world. She is considered by many to be a political writer, but her novels do 
not concentrate on historical developments or contemporary problems themselves, 
preferring instead to look at their effects on people and day-to-day life. Most of her main 
characters are women and her novels often contain feminist tones. Perhaps this is part of the 
reason why her novels often concentrate on the realm of home and family life. She often 
employs dialogue and first person narration, though the number of narrators often varies. 
Trauma, in the sense of psychological wounds, features in many ways in her work. Death 
and tragedy are a mainstay in her novels, but with a focus on recovery and continuing life. 
Kingsolver writes in many different genres. In addition to her novels she has tried her 
hand at journalism, poetry, essay collections and short stories. Interestingly, as Demarr notes, 
Kingsolver’s journalistic effort at the description of women strikers in Holding The Line, 
foreshadows Kingsolver’s later work (26). Instead of an objective description of the strike, 
Kingsolver put herself firmly into the camp of the strikers. Much of the book focuses on 
conversations in kitchens. Kingsolver is mainly interested in the women and emphasizes 
their growth and change, which happens to most of the women in her novels (Demarr 26). 
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The political side also surfaces in Animal Dreams where the women of Grace fight a mining 
company that is poisoning the river running through the town. 
Demarr notes that feminism and ecology can be seen throughout Kingsolver’s work. 
Her protagonists are most often women, who are strong at the outset, or then grow stronger 
in the novel, as Codi does in Animal Dreams. Demarr notes of the critical reception to the 
novel that a significant amount of critical attention focused on place in the novel (14). 
Trauma also features extensively in her novels. Part of the reason may be that she was raped 
in college (Small Wonder 167). She later wrote of her experience in an essay. 
The Bean Trees is Kingsolver’s debut novel. The main character Taylor grows up in a 
small Kentucky town, brought up by her mother. After making enough money working in a 
hospital Taylor leaves the town in a run-down Volkswagen because of the limited choices it 
has to offer. Her plans are altered when she stops for gas and a woman gives her a Cherokee 
child who has been sexually molested. She names the child Turtle and decides to take care 
of her. In Tucson her car breaks down and she decides to stay in the city. When looking for 
an apartment she meets another Kentuckian named Lou Ann, also a mother, and they move 
in together. Taylor finds a job at a car repair shop and meets a Guatemalan couple, Estevan 
and Esperanza, fleeing genocide in their home country. Taylor’s employer Mattie is helping 
them. After becoming friends with them Taylor helps the couple escape immigration officials 
in Tucson into the Cherokee Nation in Oklahoma, where they in turn help Taylor become the 
official foster parent of Turtle. The novel received much critical praise and was hailed by 
most critics (Demarr 11-12). 
In critical studies on the novel, the focus has been on family and community. Michael, 
who focuses on community, sees The Bean Trees as an exploration of “the creation of 
alternative communities and extended families through alliances with other individuals 
based on ties such as socioeconomic positioning, gender, motherhood, cultural heritage, and 
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geographical proximity” (76). Michael largely ignores the presence of trauma in the novel. 
Himmelwright looks at The Bean Trees as a migration novel. According to her, the novel 
merges “the desire for movement and the desire to tend a home” (120). Homans looks at 
adoption in The Bean Trees through narrative theory and trauma theory (Homans). 
After The Bean Trees was published, Kingsolver wrote short fiction and a journalism 
book before her next novel Animal Dreams, which also received critical praise (Demarr 14-
15). The novel shares the family focus of The Bean Trees and brings in the lively community 
of Grace, a town formed by a group of Spanish sisters. It is also more straightforwardly 
focused on the effects of trauma on an individual. The novel's main character Codi Noline 
returns to the community of her childhood in order to take care of her increasingly senile 
father. At the same time she must face up to the death of her mother and a miscarriage she 
attempted to keep secret. She feels she has been drifting through life thus far, out of touch 
with herself, troubled by her past. While in Grace, she works through and reconstructs her 
memories of her traumatic childhood. She, however, misremembers events and constructs 
her past to resemble her present. 
Critical studies of Animal Dreams have explored it from ecocritical perspectives. 
According to Swartz, in the novel “making connections between cultures and connections 
with the earth is a part of political commitment: a political commitment that calls for civil 
disobedience if […] governmental or industrial policies and laws are unjust” (66). He ends 
his study with the view that “Barbara Kingsolver's fiction is a call for caring for people and 
the environment everywhere; a call for peoples to become better tenants of this earth” 
(Swartz 78). Swartz sees Kingsolver as radical defender of the environment. Other studies 
with a focus on the environment in Animal Dreams include those by Comer, Newman and 
Heise. A study more topical for this study is Stevenson, which looks at Animal Dreams from 
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the perspective of trauma. Stevenson sees Cosima Noline as a trauma survivor and studies 
her behavior from that perspective. 
Prodigal Summer continues with the themes of family and community and adds the 
natural world on a scale not seen in the two novels above. It contains three interlocking 
storylines, out of which only one focuses on trauma and death, while the other two deal more 
explicitly with biological and political themes. Because of this I will focus on the one 
storyline that deals with trauma. It tells the story of Lusa Landowski, the wife of farmer Cole 
Widener, who dies in an accident, leaving Lusa to fend for herself and integrate herself into 
a community she feels is unwelcoming. 
Upon release Prodigal Summer received some negative reviews. Jennifer Schuessler 
from The New York Times found Kingsolver’s at times explicitly sexual content and overt 
political "sermons" on the environment annoying and compared the novel disparagingly to 
Poisonwood Bible, the novel that preceded Prodigal Summer and is in her opinion a better 
novel. Maya Yaggi in The Guardian notes that the novel separates men and women too 
steeply. Her review is much more positive though, as she ends it by noting that the novel’s 
“acute and sensuous observation of the natural world reveals an unexpected beauty, as it 
traces human love in the flight of a Luna moth” (Yaggi). Readers liked the novel, as it became 
a bestseller. In the academia the novel has been studied mainly from an ecocritical 
perspective. 
Jones sees in Prodigal Summer “a blueprint for saving the small family farm and for 
restoring ecological balance in a southern Appalachian bioregion that is struggling to 
survive” (84). Jones posits Kingsolver into southern environmentalist writers, with essayist 
and novelist Wendell Berry and activist and memoirist Janisse Ray (83).  She also notes the 
influence of Darwinian ideas in Prodigal Summer and so does Bender, who compares 
Kingsolver and Jack London and their attitude to Darwin and Ecology. He notes how “both 
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[novels] begin with analyses of their characters' Darwinian relationships within the human 
community” (Bender 108; original italics). Wenz is another critic to compare Kingsolver 
with a prominent ecologist. In his study he notes that the message of Prodigal Summer 
corresponds to that of ecologist Aldo Leopold, who a envisioned a land ethic that changes 
the role of people from conquerors of the land to its fellow citizens. (Wenz 106). 
Within ecocriticism, especially ecofeminist approaches have been used with Prodigal 
Summer. Magee sees a contradiction within Kingsolver`s work between her “necessarily 
conservative language and rhetorical tropes that [she] uses to promote a radical agenda” (16). 
Magee writes that Kingsolver sees that human and ecological concerns are interdependent 
(19). He identifies both Animal Dreams and Prodigal Summer as ecofeminist narratives 
which “are firmly rooted in the earth her characters care so much about” (Magee 24). 
Prodigal Summer has not been looked at from a purely trauma perspective, though a 
study by Narduzzi focuses on ghosts in Prodigal Summer and links them with memory. She 
writes that the novel is “about death and memory as much as it is about birth or procreation” 
(Narduzzi 61). “Loss and mourning” (61) are also important themes. Narduzzi notes that 
“ghosts appear in Prodigal Summer repeatedly and consistently” (62-3). She argues that the 
fact that ghosts haunt “suggests facets of the mourning process” (Narduzzi 69). And 
mourning is certainly linked with trauma. The most straightforward study of Kingsolver's 
work from a trauma perspective has been presented by Stevenson, who looks at Animal 
Dreams (Stevenson). To my knowledge the only other study to employ trauma theory is that 
by Homans. As Kingsolver approaches different themes and sets her novels in varying 
locations, there are profound differences between the ways in which she is approached 
depending on the novel in question. 
Kingsolver as a writer enjoys both critical acclaim and a dedicated readership. Her 
novels make it to bestseller lists and are taken into book club lists. Perhaps surprising for 
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such popular novels, she takes on diverse topics while staying within the themes of family, 
community and the natural world. And though her novels most often resolve happily, with 
exceptions, they contain death, misery and trauma. 
What I will attempt to do in my theory section is first to outline and define trauma, 
then look at how critics approach the topic, and finally examine recovery from trauma. Then 
in my analysis section I will look at how the three novels look at recovery and how trauma 
helps them develop as characters. I would expect that Kingsolver’s pragmatic approach is 
grounded on a knowledge on the theory of trauma, but also that she takes some shortcuts on 
the complexity and difficulty in recovering from trauma. Her happy endings are very 
optimistic and Kingsolver offers a somewhat simplified version of the trials of trauma. This 
might be a result of her attempt to be accessible to all types of readers. 
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2. Recuperation and Trauma Theory 
 
The study of trauma should begin with the term itself. The origins of the word trauma are in 
Greek where the word was used to refer to a wound (Luckhurst 2). The term was first used 
"in English in the seventeenth century in medicine, [and] it referred to a bodily injury caused 
by an external agent" (Luckhurst 2). Today the term is used for psychic wounds or 
psychological trauma as well. This simple definition belies the long and complex history of 
the term. According to Luckhurst, the “meanings of trauma have stalled somewhere between 
the physical and psychical” (3). The debate has raged throughout the complex history of 
trauma. Psychological trauma began to receive attention in Britain with the arrival of trains 
in the nineteenth century. Trains brought with them frequent accidents and railway deaths, 
but importantly for trauma, “even those who survived without apparent physical injury began 
to report strange effects on their nerves” (Luckhurst 21). These strange effects would today 
be recognized as traumatic symptoms, which at the time were thought to be caused by 
disruption of the flow of spinal juices, a condition referred to as railway spine as Luckhurst 
points out. It caused the first theory of trauma to “[become] contentious because rival 
theories placed it at opposing ends of the spectrum from physical to psychical etiologies” 
(Luckhurst 22) 
The First World War renewed attention to the problem of trauma. The development 
from the physical to psychic was a mainstay in discussion of shell shock, also referred to as 
battle fatigue. It made soldiers unable to fight. Shellshock was first thought to be caused by 
concussions from explosions. The question of “whether [it] was caused by microscopic 
damage to the central nervous system [...] or whether it was a psychological problem” (Hunt 
20) became a matter of debate, echoing the train crash debate. Theories championing the 
psychical nature of trauma began to gain ground. 
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The Second World War, the Holocaust and the Vietnam War led to increasing attention 
to trauma, but it was not until 1980 that the Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) was 
introduced into The Diagnostical and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). In the 
latest edition the possible causes of trauma are accepted to arise from a multitude of 
experiences, from war to physical and mental abuse, rape, childhood abuse, natural 
catastrophes, even to hearing testimony of traumatic experience. According to Hunt, “in later 
editions […] a more subjective interpretation has been accepted” (8). This is because of the 
fact that what can generate a traumatic effect varies enormously in individuals. 
To be diagnosed with PTSD a person must first be exposed to a traumatic event, which 
can be anything they feel puts them or another person in danger. The response to this event 
must involve “intense fear, helplessness or horror” (APA 467). In addition to being exposed 
to trauma, a diagnosis of PTSD requires that the person re-experience the traumatic event. 
The reliving of traumatic events can take the form of nightmares, distressing recollections 
and responses to events that remind the person of the traumatic event. The person will also 
attempt to avoid “stimuli associated with the trauma” (APA 468) and experience “numbing 
of general responsiveness” (APA 467). Increased arousal is also a possible symptom, for 
example hypervigilance or an exaggerated response to startles. The length of the disturbance 
must be more than one month. With children the criteria may differ (APA 467). 
Aside from physical symptoms Luckhurst notes that “trauma disrupts memory and 
therefore identity” (1). He divides the symptoms into three sets. The first set relates to how 
the traumatic event is re-experienced repeatedly, through intrusive flashbacks, recurring 
dreams, or later situations that repeat or echo the original” (1). The second set suggests the 
opposite of the first one. It “ranges from avoidance of thoughts or feelings related to the 
event to a general sense of emotional numbing to the total absence of recall of the significant 
event” (Luckhurst 1). The final set of symptoms includes “loss of temper control, hyper-
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vigilance or exaggerated startle response” (1). Symptoms can either come on “acutely, 
persist chronically, or [...] appear belatedly” (1). 
The identity disrupting effect of trauma can lead to a tremendous impact on the family 
relations of its sufferer. One example from popular culture is the graphic novel Maus by Art 
Spiegelman. In his graphic novel Spiegelman depicts his father's survival story in 
concentration camps. His experiences have had a tremendous effect on his identity, the father 
for example neurotically keeps collecting anything he might need in his house.  Spiegelman 
also depicts the problems of being raised by two Holocaust survivors. Similarly to 
Spiegelman’s father, a person who is haunted by trauma is unable to live their life as they 
normally would. The trauma continues to haunt them and have an effect on social relations, 
depending on the individual's way of coping with trauma. Trauma makes a person less than 
whole. In order to make their lives worth living again the trauma must be worked through 
somehow and shared. Farrell writes that “in trauma, terror overwhelms not just the self, but 
the ground for the self, which is to say our trust in the world. In this way trauma is an injury 
not just to the central nervous system or the psyche, but also to the culture that sustains body 
and soul” (xii). 
 In this section I will first briefly introduce Cathy Caruth’s seminal work on trauma, 
then look at recent criticism of her view of trauma and then conceptualize my own approach 
to studying trauma in the three Kingsolver novels. I will follow the view of Radstone who 
calls for a complication of trauma theory, away from a strict dichotomy between traumatic 
events and the subjects experiencing it, to a theory that recognizes a more multilayered 
attitude towards trauma in people. Then I will explore theory on recovery from trauma, and 
how it is greatly affected by surrounding society and community, and is not only dependent 
on the individual. Finally I introduce theories on the relationship between trauma and 
landscape, based on Whitehead who in reference to Hartman writes on the importance of 
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positioning ourselves towards trauma. I will also make use of Luckhurst's definition of 
trauma narrative which I will use in typifying Kingsolver's novels. 
 
2.1. Trauma: A Theoretical Background 
 
Outside psychology trauma has had a tremendous effect in the field of culture studies and 
literature. The pioneer in the field, Cathy Caruth, focuses on the nature of trauma as an 
experience beyond the realm of normal human experience. According to Caruth, the precise 
definition of PTSD “belies a very peculiar fact: the pathology cannot be defined either by 
the event itself [...] nor [...] in terms of distortion of the event [...] The pathology consists 
[...] solely in the structure of its experience or reception” (8; original italics). In other words, 
a traumatic experience poses a problem because it cannot be assimilated fully, returning 
instead as a literal experience in the form of dreams and flashbacks. All traumatic experience 
is marked by “the inability fully to witness the event as it occurs” (Caruth 7). Trauma, “by 
carrying [the] impossibility of knowing out of the empirical event itself [...] opens up and 
challenges us to a new kind of listening, the witnessing […] of impossibility” (10; original 
italics). Luckhurst notes that Caruth relies “on the device of aporia, or unresolvable paradox” 
(4). Witnessing impossibility is quite an unresolvable paradox indeed. 
Trauma is an event that has not been assimilated in the brain like a normal thought 
would have been. Rather, it exists somewhere in the brain separate from our other thoughts. 
It is precisely the fact that trauma is an inexplicable event that leads to its becoming a 
pathological condition. Caruth calls special attention to the 
literality and nonsymbolic nature of traumatic dreams and flashbacks, which resist 
cure to the extent that they remain, precisely, literal. It is this literality and its insistent 
return which thus constitutes trauma and points toward its enigmatic core: the delay or 
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incompletion in knowing, or even in seeing, an overwhelming occurrence that then 
remains, in its insistent return, absolutely true to the event (5, original italics). 
The existence of an absolutely true event that cannot be described leads to a problem in 
representation. Caruth asks whether writers, researchers, filmmakers and others can remain 
true to the real traumatic event, without reducing its meaning. 
Caruth has also noted trauma's effect on time. For the traumatized, the past invades the 
present through a re-experiencing of the traumatic event in the past. According to Caruth, 
the fact that the traumatic event “itself possesses, at will, the one it inhabits, often produces 
a deep uncertainty as to its very truth” (6). She goes on to suggest that the impossibility of 
describing trauma leads to a crisis of truth. Since the very definition of trauma, and the 
pathology it leads to, is described by the inability to assimilate trauma into the mind, culture 
and the arts face the challenge of representing an event that cannot be represented. Caruth's 
work has been discussed and dissected in the field of cultural trauma studies and remains 
very influential. It is useful to note where her agenda comes from. 
Luckhurst notes that Caruth's body of work derives from three lines of thought (5). 
Firstly it is based on the work of Theodor Adorno, according to whom Auschwitz 
contaminated Western culture which cannot be talked about without acknowledging the 
effect the Shoah has had on it (Luckhurst 5). However, not talking about culture is also 
wrong. Because of this Adorno gives art and cultural criticism the task of representing the 
unrepresentable (Luckhurst 5). 
The second source of Caruth's aporetic thinking comes from Derrida's deconstruction 
of philosophy. Paul de Man developed Derrida's philosophy and applied it to language. He 
thought that “in the gap between reference and representation at least some of what we 
intended to mean was always open to misrepresentation or error” (Luckhurst 6). His “errings 
and slippages between reference and representation clearly informed Caruth's formulation 
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of the paradoxes of traumatic representation” (6). This shows in the way in which Caruth 
views aporia, or the gaps in meaning, as a central aspect of trauma. She focuses on the 
existence of trauma as an event that cannot be explained in language, and uses this to show 
the limits of the expressive power of language in general. At the same time she calls upon 
literature and other cultural media to represent the breakdown of meaning that trauma causes. 
In the view of the of critics Caruth, this leads to a focus on how trauma narratives break 
down chronological time and present trauma as an event difficult to represent. 
What this causes in turn is a tendency to move away from the recovery from trauma, 
as recovery entails that the trauma has been successfully worked through and explained by 
the person suffering from it. When trauma has been worked through, it no longer fits into the 
definition presented by Caruth. Focusing on trauma before it has been worked through is 
interesting as it is an unhealthy state. I would even argue that trauma theory reflects this. It 
attempts to view the world through the eyes of someone traumatized. But the theories that 
apply to a traumatized person should not be assumed to hold true to the rest of the population. 
Caruth's third source is psychoanalysis and especially Freud's “two-stage theory of 
trauma, the first forgotten impact making a belated return after a hiatus, has been central to 
cultural trauma theory” (Luckhurst 8). In Beyond the Pleasure Principle Freud attempted to 
understand this effect. He came to the conclusion that “the psyche constantly returned to 
scenes of unpleasure because, by restaging the traumatic moment […] it hoped belatedly to 
process the unassimilable material” (Luckhurst 9). In order for recovery to take place the 
traumatic event must be translated to “a healthy analytical process of working through” 
(Luckhurst 9). 
In my opinion Caruth’s view of trauma removes an active role from the victim of 
trauma. The traumatized are passive experiencers of an event. They are not active 
participants in forming their attitude towards it. This may apply to traumatized people, but 
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in recovering from trauma the event is assimilated into the mind and made sense of. After 
this trauma becomes a much more complex issue for individuals: they do not become passive 
as a result of trauma. Leys separates attitudes towards trauma to 'mimetic' and 'antimimetic'. 
The mimetic pole, which Caruth and Van der Kolk fall into, according to Leys, is the one “in 
which traumatic memory is the unprocessed fragment of the thing itself” (Luckhurst 13). 
This is undermined by the “antimimetic pole, in which traumatic memory is always 
representational, available to memory, and therefore open to constant revision” (Luckhurst 
13). 
Radstone also notes that Caruth’s theory is antimimetic in that for her trauma questions 
the ability of language to accurately represent the world. This anti-mimetic theory then in 
Ley's view “suppressed the mimetic-suggestive paradigm in order to re-establish a strict 
dichotomy between the autonomous subject and the external trauma” (quoted in Luckhurst 
15). In other words, trauma is separate from the subject suffering from it. The traumatized 
have no agency in their response to trauma. As a response to this problem, Radstone calls 
for a complication of trauma theory, which in her opinion “needs to sustain rather than retreat 
from an awareness of both ambiguity, and of the inevitability of ethical impurity” (Radstone 
19). According to Radstone, trauma theory overly simplifies the workings of the brain in 
relation to trauma. She notes that 
trauma theory’s topography of the inner world dispenses with the layering of 
conscious/subconscious and unconscious, substituting for them a conscious mind in 
which past experiences are accessible, and a dissociated area of the mind from which 
traumatic past experiences cannot be accessed. (Radstone 16) 
Instead of this position she wishes to advocate “psychoanalytic theories of trauma that […] 
emphasize unconscious conflict and mediation in the formation of neuroses, even where 
what appears to be at stake is the relation between a neurosis and memory of the past” 
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(Radstone 16). The traumatized person, or witness to trauma, is not simply taken over by a 
traumatic event. Rather, she experiences inner conflict both unconsciously and consciously.  
2.2 Trauma Narrative in Literature 
Trauma has caused an outpouring of attempts to explore and explain it in literature and 
cultural theory, especially from the viewpoint of how it breaks down representation. Though 
this is true, Luckhurst thinks that “this generates narrative possibility, just as much as 
impossibility, a compulsive outpouring of attempts to formulate narrative knowledge” (83; 
original italics). For him “the work done by cultural forms inheres in this contradiction: 
culture rehearses or restages narratives that attempt to animate and explicate trauma that has 
been formulated as something that exceeds the possibility of narrative knowledge” 
(Luckhurst 79). Luckhurst argues that if trauma “can be seen as a problem of narrative 
knowledge, then aesthetics foregrounds the artifices of narrative construction” (80). Trauma 
makes an impact on the narrative structure of novels that explore it. Critical theory has been 
especially absorbed by the paradox of trauma, which is seen as “Nachträglich, meaning 
delayed or deferred” (81; original italics). The term is used to refer to the breakdown of 
ordinary causality, where traumatic experience can return after a long while and rewrite life 
narrative. Literature can recognize this strange effect on time and theorists have detailed a 
nachträglich body of literature which focuses on chronological inconsistency (Luchurst 81). 
Luckhurst mentions novelist Tony Morrison's Beloved and W.G. Sebald's Austerlitz, as well 
as Stephen King, as examples of nachträglich literature. 
Luckhurst goes on to define the genre he calls trauma narrative. First, because 
traumatic events confound narrative, the narrative form must include temporal disruption. 
Luckhurst quotes Vickroy, who notes that trauma narratives “incorporate the rhythms, 
processes, and uncertainties of trauma” (Vickroy xiv). Trauma narratives can also 
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reconfigure entire life stories. Secondly trauma narrative “is defined against banal, 
exploitative or routinized cultural expression” (Luckhurst 89).  However, Luckhurst goes on 
to note the contradiction between the focus on innovation in trauma narrative in parallel with 
a trauma aesthetic that can be defined by set characteristics. He proposes that this 
contradiction can be avoided by privileging narrative possibility, in the sense that trauma can 
be reconfigured or retold in trauma narrative, which necessitates opening up the trauma 
aesthetic to a larger body of narratives, which have come into being since the 1980s, which 
share similar narrative devices but have very different aims (Luckhurst 89-90). 
Other critics have further defined trauma narrative, many privileging narrative 
possibility. Vickroy notes the important cultural role that trauma narratives play in explaining 
trauma. She writes how 
trauma narratives – fictional narratives that help readers to access traumatic experience 
– have taken an important place among diverse artistic, scholarly, and testimonial 
representations in illuminating the personal and public aspects of trauma and in 
elucidating our relationship to memory and forgetting within the complex 
interweavings of social and psychological relationships. (Vickroy 1) 
The quote also reveals Vickroy's attitude concerning the role of trauma narratives. For her 
their purpose is to help readers. She goes on to note how trauma narrative can aid readers 
and identifies four roles of trauma narrative. First, they show trauma as a “multiconcextual 
social issue”, which is a consequence from political ideologies or colonization, for instance. 
Second, trauma narratives raise the question of subjectivity and question the idea of the 
"highly individualized subject" (Vickroy 1). Third, they confront readers with some of their 
worst fears, such as fear of death or loss, and “provide a potential space for considering these 
fears” (Vickroy 2). Lastly, trauma writers raise the dilemma of the relationship of the public 
to trauma victims (Vickroy 2). 
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It is also important to differentiate trauma narratives from tales of terror or suspense. 
Trauma narratives "internalize the rhythms, processes, and uncertainties of traumatic 
experience within their underlying sensibilities and structures" (Vickroy 3). They also reveal 
the obstacles to communicating trauma: "silence, simultaneous knowledge and denial, 
dissociation, resistance, and repression, among others" (Vickroy 3) 
What trauma narratives also do in Vickroy's view is “enact the directing outward of an 
inward, silent process to other witnesses, both at and outside the texts. Such reconstruction 
is also directed toward readers, engaging them in a meditation of individual distress, 
collective responsibilities, and communal healing in relation to trauma” (Vickroy 3). Writers 
could be said to act as therapists in putting trauma into meaningful contexts and widening 
the context to the social setting and culture in which the traumas occur or have occurred. The 
way trauma narrativists approach their audiences is endeavoring 
to expand their audiences' awareness of trauma by engaging them with personalized, 
experientially oriented means of narration that highlight the painful ambivalence that 
characterizes traumatic memory and warns us that trauma reproduces itself if left 
unattended. (Vickroy 3) 
Another aim is to “reshape cultural memory through personal contexts, adopting testimonial 
traits to prevent and bear witness against such repetitive horrors” (Vickroy 5). Trauma 
narratives give a personalized view of catastrophes that affect certain people and breathe life 
to dry historical descriptions. In so doing they awaken empathy in readers. The aim of 
awakening empathy certainly exists in Kingsolver who herself recognizes her aim of 
changing the world for the better through her novels. She always writes with some aim in 
mind and, at least when it comes to her work that deals with trauma, she fits the description 
of a trauma narrator as Vickroy describes it. 
Hartman would seem to agree on this possible positive effects of literature to readers 
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as he argues that 
expressiveness in art is more than repetition without relief. Should it further a mental 
flexibility that tolerates dialogue, irony, indeterminacy, ambivalence - all such 
complexities of communication - if it also augments, in short, a pausal and self-
reflective capability, a linkage appears between literary expression and psychic health. 
(260) 
Hartman's “linkage” can be seen in narrative therapy, where patients are urged to tell their 
stories and a health professionals improve their ability to read the accounts of their patients 
with the help of terms and practices from literature theory. 
Possessing the “mental flexibility” that Hartman describes is useful for all people, as 
those who come to experience trauma themselves are not the only possible victims. 
Witnessing the effects of trauma on others also has a potentially traumatizing effect on 
individuals. Laub notes that “the listener to trauma comes to be a participant and co-owner 
of the traumatic event: through his very listening, he comes to partially experience trauma 
himself” (Fellman 57). Laub further describes the witnessing experience as “a journey 
fraught with dangers” (Fellman 57). Listening to traumatic accounts and being in contact 
with traumatized individuals also affects listeners psychologically. Individuals react in many 
different ways to defend themselves from trauma. Laub lists these defenses as “a sense of 
paralysis, outrage and anger, withdrawal and numbness, flood of awe and fear, obsession 
with factfinding and hyperemotionality” (Fellman 72). 
The survival experience also awakens many existential questions and dilemmas that 
are a part of the human condition. Among those mentioned by Laub are facing death, the 
question of the passing of time and the meaning and purpose of living (Fellman 70-72). 
Coming face to face with trauma can thus lead to heightened self-knowledge and greater 
awareness. The listener can no longer ignore profound existential questions, as they are 
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brought head to head with them. From the point of view of literature, trauma gives a way to 
look at these questions, or a path to exploring them. This is certainly a part of the narrative 
possibility that the question of trauma allows. 
Laub recognizes three separate levels to witnessing trauma. He defines them in 
association with the Holocaust, but they can be used for other traumatic experiences as well.  
First “the level of being a witness to oneself within the experience” (Fellman 75), second 
“the level of being a witness to the testimonies of others” (Fellman 75), and finally “the level 
of being a witness to the process of witnessing itself” (Fellman 75).  Laub gives examples 
of each in terms of his own experience, as both a child survivor of the Holocaust and a 
therapist to other survivors. As an example of the former he gives the vivid memories of his 
experience as a child survivor. His second level of involvement is with the accounts given 
of events by survivors, and he identifies his function here “as someone who actually 
participates in reliving and reexperiencing of the event” (Fellman 76). Finally, he observes 
himself in the process of witnessing itself and “how the narrator, and myself as listener, 
alternate between moving closer and then retreating from the experience” (Fellman 76). 
The witnessing experience is linked to recovery from trauma. Trauma victims needs 
someone with whom to share their traumatized story and a good witness is important, 
because for recovery to take place trauma must be worked through. Herman identifies “the 
conflict between the will to deny horrible events and the will to proclaim them aloud” (1) as 
“the central dialectic of psychological trauma” (1). According to Herman, recovery from 
trauma takes place in the following stages: “establishing safety, reconstructing the trauma 
story, and restoring the connection between survivors and their community” (3). Vickroy 
agrees on the importance of community in recovery noting that 
the social environment influences the causes and outcomes of traumatic experience in 
a variety of ways. It forms the circumstances out of which trauma is created, but it can 
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also provide, or decline, needed supports for healing. Although trauma damages the 
individual psyche, collective trauma has further destructive consequences in that it 
breaks the attachments of social life, degrades the sense of community and support 
from that community and dominates the mood and interactions of the group. (13) 
Vickroy also calls attention to the fact that responses to communal trauma vary depending 
on culture. According to Vickroy, “rituals for death and loss, for example, can help organize 
one’s sense of grief, provide structure for behavior, emotions, and as sense of 
fragmentantion, and link the suffering individual to the social group” (14). Rituals may have 
a role in how people respond to traumatic events, and function as a form of therapy. 
In addition to the ability of narrative to describe the impossible, it is also linked to 
therapeutic practices and healing from trauma. While cultural trauma theory has 
concentrated on the problems that trauma poses to narrative representation, in psychology 
the focus is on how narrative can be used for healing. We make sense of the world and of 
trauma through autobiographic memory, which is constructed through narrative. In 
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy trauma is treated by bringing the traumatic experience into 
conscious thought and working it into the patient’s autobiographical memory. The purpose 
is “to enable survivors to bring their lives under rational and behavioral control” (Wastell 
58). 
When discussing trauma, it is important to remember its subjective nature. As Hunt 
says of individuals in war, “the majority of people who go through these experiences do not 
have serious long-term problems” (2). For a victim of trauma, its representation is not as 
important as recovery from it. However, if a narrative is linked to overcoming trauma, and 
the traumatic experience must be explained to the self in a meaningful way, healing and 
representation are interlinked. Part of the problem of trauma is that it can seriously affect a 
person’s autobiographical memory, and generate a crisis. According to Janoff-Bulman, 
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trauma shatters three central assumptions that we have of the world: “the belief in personal 
invulnerability, the perception of the world as a meaningful place and the perception of 
oneself as positive” (15). From the viewpoint of recovery, the question of whether a 
representation of trauma is truthful or not, appears to be beside the point, as long as it helps 
the traumatized to recover. 
Restructuring consciousness after trauma is a central tool for healing. Shay puts it as 
follows: 
severe trauma explodes the cohesion of consciousness. When a survivor creates a fully 
realized narrative that brings together the shattered knowledge of what happened, the 
emotions that were aroused by the meanings of the events, and the bodily sensations 
that the physical events created, the survivor pieces back together the fragmentation of 
consciousness that trauma has caused. (188) 
The importance of stories to our identities is a central idea in narrative therapy. In other 
words “the idea that we live storied lives” (Brown & Augusta-Scott ix) is emphasized. 
According to Brown and Augusta-Scott, “stories organize, structure and give meaning to 
events in our lives and help us make sense of our experiences” (ix). The focus in narrative 
therapy is on how people give meaning to their lives. I mention this approach to show the 
role of narrative in creating meanings. 
Writers also create and build attitudes towards trauma and provide readers with ways 
of making sense of it. How the characters of novels explain trauma to themselves and to their 
friends is important. The approach that the characters of Barbara Kingsolver take in 
explaining trauma will be the focus in the analysis section where I will focus on three 
characters from her novels The Bean Trees, Animal Dreams and Prodigal Summer, and 
examine how they reconstruct their lives and identities after experiencing the influence of 
trauma. 
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3. Rejoining Family and Community: Three Cases 
 
In this section I will look at three of Kingsolver's novels ; The Bean Trees, Animal Dreams, 
and Prodigal Summer, and compare how they approach trauma. In so doing I will study 
whether they show the development I outlined in the previous sections, and whether they do 
it in different ways. In addition to studying each novel individually, I suggest that they 
represent different periods in Kingsolver’s work. She has widened and developed her themes 
from her debut novel The Bean Trees. Prodigal Summer, a more recent novel in her oeuvre, 
is remarkably more refined in comparison to The Bean Trees and extends its perspective to 
the natural world. Kingsolver's way of using trauma in her novels has also changed. It has 
faded in importance and frequency since her first novels. In my study I will combine cultural 
trauma theory to trauma theory with a focus on literature. When the scope of trauma literature 
is widened as Luckhurst suggests, Barbara Kingsolver can be regarded as a writer of trauma 
narrative as it features so frequently in her novels. Kingsolver's approach to trauma is 
reflected in her attitudes as a writer. Demarr notes that “for Kingsolver political issues are 
and have always been important” (20). Kingsolver builds her novels around topical issues 
and questions that also have more universal value. 
Her characters are usually self-confident women who are faced with the question of 
what to do with their lives, who often go through a phase of self-discovery, and then come 
to a conclusion on how they should approach their lives and what they should do with them. 
They are never only worried about themselves, but view social relations and community as 
equally important. Her fiction is quite realistic and also surprisingly humoristic. She often 
employs dialogue as a means of exploring her characters and showing their inner worlds. 
This is interesting from a trauma studies perspective, as dialogue is an important way for 
working through trauma. 
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Often her characters discuss important issues in the kitchen or somewhere else at 
home. In Prodigal Summer for example the protagonist Lusa Landowski discusses the death 
of her husband with her sister-in-law while they are canning cherries. I would see the choice 
of setting where trauma is discussed as a reflection of Kingsolver's practical attitude towards 
trauma. Her characters discuss serious issues amid relaxed discussion. The events taking 
place in her novels are often rather mundane. It is how the characters react and feel that is 
the main focus. Kingsolver quite often makes references to topical political themes, 
humanitarian catastrophes or environmental crises through the viewpoint of her characters. 
In Kingsolver's writing, communal trauma, in addition to individual trauma, is a 
recurring theme. In Animal Dreams the community the novel is set in suffers from an 
environmental problem caused by a nearby coal mine. With the aid of the protagonist's 
education, they work against the mining company and overturn their decision. Kingsolver’s 
earlier non-fiction book Holding the Line looks at women and resistance in a mining strike. 
Her experiences stemming from her involvement have likely informed her in the novel. 
DeMarr notes that the reports focus on the striking women and that their growth and change 
foreshadows Kingsolver's later work (26). As in Holding the Line, in Animal Dreams the 
women work to protect their community. The main difference is that in the novel the men 
are portrayed extremely passive when it comes to battling the mining company, while in 
Holding the Line the men are actively involved in the strike as well. 
The conflict between wanting to proclaim trauma aloud and wishing to avoid doing so 
is present in Kingsolver. Eventually the characters proclaim aloud, at least to themselves, 
that the events took place and become stronger after doing so. Her characters deal with the 
problem of positioning themselves to trauma and explaining it to themselves, which leads to 
personal growth and their choice of more responsible roles in their communities and 
societies.  As part of their recovery process from trauma, they discuss their problems with 
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other characters, and Kingsolver also describes the inner processes in dealing with traumatic 
events. 
In both Animal Dreams and Prodigal Summer the fictional settings play an important 
role. Grace, Arizona in the former and Zebulon County, located in the Appalachians, in the 
latter. Grace represents to Cosima Noline's childhood landscape and it reminds her of the 
trauma she experienced. Lusa Landowski has a somewhat different attitude towards Zebulon 
County. She is an outsider in the place, and only lives there a short while before her husband 
dies. Through his death she must change her viewpoint as she comes to be regarded by his 
family in new ways. 
In my reading of the novels the focus will be on the recovery from trauma. It actually 
leads to strengthening the connections between characters in Kingsolver. In her novels the 
connection between survivors and their communities may actually be weaker before the 
trauma takes place. This can be seen in Prodigal Summer where Lusa integrates into her new 
community only after her husband’s death. The social circle is important in other ways as 
well. One might even argue that trauma is not a theme Kingsolver explores, but a catalyst 
for provoking change in her characters. 
Magee interestingly notes that Kingsolver's Animal Dreams and Prodigal Summer 
closely “follow the structure and present many of the same themes found in nineteenth-
century sentimental fiction” (16).  The women who wrote these works felt barred from 
politics, war and the frontier to some extent. Therefore the conflicts that were available to 
them, those of the home economy, relationships and the local community, became the topics 
of their fiction. The aim of sentimental literature was to elicit feelings of empathy and 
concern. Most importantly the well-being of the immediate community and the characters 
populating it established the “aesthetic, rhetorical and thematic structures of sentimental 
fiction” (Magee 16-17). However, while making use of the tropes of sentimental literature, 
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Kingsolver also seeks to avoid the limitations of the genre. As Magee puts it, “Kingsolver 
constructs a narrative with the sentimental trope of family and domestic concerns that seeks 
to critique the sentimental tradition while also investing it with a radical social agenda” (17). 
Though Magee's essay is based on ecofeminism, Kingsolver's merging of a radical social 
agenda with sentimental fiction may also pertain to her attitude to trauma. As Vickroy notes, 
“trauma narratives are often concerned with human-made traumatic situations and are 
implicit critiques of the ways social, economic, and political structures can create and 
perpetrate trauma” (4). What Kingsolver adds to this are her easily likeable characters, soap-
opera style dialogue and kitchen therapy sessions. 
 
3.1 Trauma and the Belief in Connections 
 
The Bean Trees is Kingsolver's debut novel. She describes its writing as follows: “during the 
insomniac nights of my first pregnancy, working at a desk inside a closet so the light wouldn't 
disturb my sleeping husband in our one room house” (“Revealed”). While cleaning her house 
she decided to mail it to her literary agent, who found a publisher for the novel. It received 
“a modest first printing and an abundance of kind reviews” (“Revealed”). Jack Bulter of The 
New York Times notes that the novel “is as richly connected as a fine poem, but reads like 
realism" (Bulter). He goes on to say that the one fault he finds with the novel is that it loses 
immediacy for him. 
The plot of the novel revolves around the main character and protagonist Taylor Greer. 
The first chapter recounts her early life in a small town in Kentucky, which she escapes from 
in a beat-up Volkswagen. On her journey west, she is given a traumatized child of Cherokee 
origin to look after. When Taylor's car finally breaks down in Tucson, Arizona she lives in a 
hotel for a while before she finds a flatmate in Lou Ann, who also originates from Kentucky. 
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She is also a single mother, as her husband has left her and her baby. When interviewing 
Taylor as a prospective flatmate, she realizes they speak the same way and they become 
friends instantly. Taylor also befriends two refugees escaping from the genocide in 
Guatemala, Estevan and Esperanza, who are staying at her employer Mattie's safe house. 
 Thematically the novel revolves around family, community and the connections 
between people. DeMarr notes that “Kingsolver has said that each of her novels begins with 
some question […] For The Bean Trees that question concerned the ways in which people 
help each other come through great difficulties” (DeMarr 43). Those great difficulties, at 
least for Turtle and Esperanza, are traumatizing events. In the case of Taylor, it is also of 
importance how she comes through the experience of being in contact with traumatized 
people. Observing her foster daughter Turtle has an especially profound effect on her. When 
Taylor gives Turtle a bath, shortly after receiving her, and sees her extensive bruises, she 
says she “doubled up on the floor at the base of the toilet and tried not to throw up” (The 
Bean Trees 23). Another example is when Taylor sees Turtle after a man in a nearby park has 
tried to molest her again. She says, “I didn’t go to her, because I couldn’t. It is that simple. I 
didn’t want any of this to be happening” (The Bean Trees 165). After a while has passed 
since the attempt, Taylor says of her feelings that “now I felt like I had a hollow everything. 
Nothing in the world could have filled that space” (The Bean Trees 170). 
 Interestingly DeMarr sees The Bean Trees as a mixture between a picaresque novel 
and the Bildungsroman (65-6). As a variation of the picaresque genre, which follows the 
travels and adventures of a male, usually rogue, protagonist, Kingsolver changes the male 
protagonist into a female. Taylor is also admirable as a main character and not a typical 
rogue, but possesses a sense of mischief and a willingness to cut corners. Picaresque novels 
also satirically examine and reveal the ills of society as the rogue experiences them. Demarr, 
however, notes that the travels do not cover the long middle part of the novel (66). 
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Demarr notes that the bildungsroman generally “centers around a young person, naïve 
and inexperienced at the beginning, who has a variety of experiences throughout his or her 
story and who learns from these experiences, sometimes becoming wiser and more capable 
of living productively as a result” (66). She notes the criticism of recent feminist critics on 
the bildungsroman that female characters tend to show a failure in maturing. The Bean Trees 
differs here as it sees a number of successful female maturations, especially in Taylor. 
According to Demarr, Taylor's lessons “concern political activism, love and loss, and 
motherhood” (66). Though she is courageous and independent from the beginning, she learns 
much “about the pain that goes with freedom” (Demarr 66). 
Taylor's maturation is dependent on her relationships to other characters in the novel, 
which strengthen and encourage her. She establishes a family that is broader than her birth 
family, where her friend Mattie acts as a surrogate mother, Lou Ann as a surrogate sister and 
Turtle as her foster child (Demarr 51). The importance of her social circle to the maturing of 
Taylor also highlights its importance to trauma recovery. If read as trauma narrative, Taylor's 
maturing could be understood as a successful recovery from trauma, in which she is affected 
by Turtle and Esperanza. 
These three characters, each traumatized to a degree, are central to my study of trauma 
in the novel. First is the Native American child, who is later named Turtle. She has been 
sexually molested and her mother has died. Second, is Esperanza who has witnessed the 
deaths of her brother and his friend and whose daughter has been kidnapped. The suffering 
in Guatemala and the strains of escape into the USA must also have taken their toll on her. 
Turtle's trauma shows itself in the re-enactment of the traumatizing event and in her dreams. 
She is also passive and emotionally numbed for much of the novel. Another trauma symptom 
is that she is easily scared by loud noises. When Lou Ann makes a loud noise in the kitchen, 
Taylor feels Turtle flinch on her shoulder (The Bean Trees 74). Similarly to Turtle, Esperanza 
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is quite passive and also shows signs of depression, and she even attempts to take her own 
life. The third central traumatized character in the novel is its protagonist Taylor, who suffers 
from vicarious traumatization. A great deal of the novel deals with her attempts to justify the 
existence of trauma in the world and find her own attitude towards it, finally leading to a 
resolution at the end of the novel, in addition to the beginning of recovery for Esperanza and 
Turtle. 
Taylor copes extremely when she sees the effects of traumatization in Esperanza and 
Turtle. The hardest time she has is when a man in park attempts to molest Turtle, while 
Taylor's neighbor, a blind lady, is watching after her. When Taylor sees Turtle, who has 
reverted to the passive trauma patient she was before, Taylor makes an attempt to avoid the 
problem. She says: “I didn't go to her, because I couldn't. It is that simple. I didn't want any 
of this to be happening” (The Bean Trees 165). Instead, Taylor tries to help a sparrow who 
has flown into the house to get outside. Seeing Turtle traumatized forces Taylor to come 
face-to-face with the traumatic experience again. According to Laub the listener to survival 
experience, or the Holocaust experience, “can no longer ignore the question [...] of the 
meaning and purpose of one's living, […] of losing the ones that are close to us, […] the 
question of loving and its limits” (Fellman 72). Laub lists many more, but these seem to me 
the ones that most apply to Taylor. In facing these questions “the listener experiences a range 
of defensive feelings” (Fellman 72), which are caused by the need of “the listener […] to 
protect himself from the offshoots of trauma and the from the intensity of the flood of affect 
that […] comes to be directed at him” (Fellman 73). Laub thinks these apply to the listener 
of a trauma victim`s testimony. The effect may be even stronger when effect of trauma is 
witnessed soon after it has happened.   
But Taylor's response is not only directed towards Turtle. As she asks Lou Ann: “How 
can I just be upset about Turtle, about a grown man hurting a baby, when the whole way of 
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the world to pick on those who can't fight back?” (The Bean Trees 170) With her question 
Taylor is likely also referring to Esperanza's plight and the people in Mattie`s sanctuary, and 
also the homeless people in the nearby park. Eventually Turtle does recover. 
Trauma forces Taylor to re-evaluate her life situation and change her attitude towards 
the world. It gives narrative space for a treatment of the questions of life and one`s 
philosophy of life. Kingsolver has a clear answer to the void created by trauma, and 
formulates it at the end of the book through a simile that is directly linked to the name of the 
novel. It gets its name from Wisteria vines, which Turtle in her child's language calls 'bean 
trees'. Beans are an important simile in the novel, as they can thrive in nutrient poor soil with 
the help of the bacteria rhizobia which exchange nitrogen for nutrients for the beans. As 
Taylor explains to Turtle, “it's just the same with people” (The Bean Trees 227-8). This is 
Taylor's answer to the void left by trauma and the empty despair she has felt earlier in the 
novel. She also answers some of the existential questions raised by trauma. In the last lines 
of the novel, Turtle also comes to realize the importance of people. She has a habit of singing 
a song about vegetables, which Taylor calls 'her vegetable-soup' song, but at the end of the 
novel Taylor notes how she adds the names of the people she knows, and Taylor as the main 
ingredient, to the song (The Bean Trees 232). 
In the novel trauma is ultimately resolved and the traumatized characters recover, by 
either reframing it, managing to verbally express it and explaining it to someone else, or by 
reexperiencing it. For example, Turtle not only tells Taylor that her mother has died, but she 
develops into an active speaker from a catatonic victim of trauma. Taylor is confronted by 
trauma through witnessing it in others, but rebuilds a belief in the importance of community 
and social relations, rather conveniently ignoring the evil deeds and their results that have 
been shown or related to her during the novel. 
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Esperanza is able to recover through reexperiencing her trauma. Earlier Kingsolver 
establishes that Turtle reminds Esperanza of her dead child: “There had been something of 
a scene between [Esperanza] and Turtle earlier that day […] Esperanza was just stepping out 
of the cab, and when she saw [Turtle] she fell back against the seat, just as if she'd been hit 
with twenty-eight pounds of air” (The Bean Trees 93). The 'twenty-eight pounds of air' refers 
to Taylor's first traumatic experience. She says: “I have been afraid of putting air in a tire 
ever since I saw a tractor tire blow up and throw Newt Hardbine’s father over the top of the 
Standard Oil sign” (The Bean Trees 1). It happens that her employer in Tucson, Mattie, runs 
a used tire shop. She fills a canister with water, then throws it at Taylor and explains, “That's 
twenty-eight pounds of water. Twenty-eight pounds of air is about what you put in a tire. 
When it hits you, that's what it feels like” (The Bean Trees 81). Twenty-eight pounds of air 
is thus linked to a traumatic experience. 
Esperanza later attempts suicide. Estevan visits Taylor and relates the reason for 
Esperanza's traumatization to her: 
'you asked why Esperanza was staring at Turtle, and I told you she looked very much 
like a child we knew in Guatemala.' I nodded. 'The child was Ismene.' I was afraid to 
understand this. I asked him if he meant that Ismene was their daughter, and Estevan 
said yes, that she was. She was taken in a raid on their neighborhood in which 
Esperanza's brother and two friends were killed. (The Bean Trees 136) 
Estevan asks Taylor not to judge Esperanza. Hearing Estevan's story widens Taylor's 
perspective and awareness of world events. Estevan, who worked as an English teacher in 
Guatemala, and Esperanza are members of a teacher's union which is persecuted by the 
Guatemalan government. They know the names of 17 other union members and because of 
that Ismene is kidnapped. 
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After learning of Esperanza's background from Estevan, Taylor goes to speak to her. 
The meaning of Esperanza's name is highlighted by Taylor. “Estevan told me it means to 
wait, and also to hope. That is Spanish the same word means both things” (The Bean Trees 
148). Soon after Taylor attempts to console Esperanza, “I guess the main thing I came up 
here to tell you is, I don't know how you go on, but I really hope you'll keep doing it. That 
you won't give up esperanza. […] Esperanza is all you get, no second chances. What you 
have to do is try and think of reasons to stick it out” (The Bean Trees 148; original italics). 
The words are aimed at Esperanza, but Taylor may also be formulating her own response to 
trauma. She has only found out about the conditions of Estevan and Esperanza's home 
country the night before and must somehow respond to it. Just like she must respond to 
seeing the effects of trauma on Turtle. The Bean Trees would seem above all a depiction of 
vicarious traumatization and Taylor's response to seeing trauma around her. 
Esperanza's recovery is speeded by a somewhat unlikely episode towards the end of 
the novel, when Taylor drives Esperanza and Estevan to the Cherokee nation, because they 
are in danger in Tucson. The second reason for the trip is that Turtle is under threat of being 
taken to a foster home, if Taylor is unable to procure a document that proves her status as 
the foster parent of Turtle. To acquire such a document Taylor enlists the help of Estevan and 
Esperanza, who pretend to be Cherokee to a white adoption official in Cherokee nation. After 
the initial small talk, Estevan, Taylor, Esperanza and the adoption official are gathered in his 
office and Esperanza says: “'We love her [Turtle]. Maybe someday we will have more 
children but not now. Now is so hard. We move around so much, we have nothing, no home.' 
Esperanza was sobbing. This was no act.” (The Bean Trees 214) Though Esperanza is 
speaking of Turtle, the line “this was no act” implies that it is actually Ismene that Esperanza 
is talking about. 
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Ultimately The Bean Trees focuses on trauma as a witnessing experience, mainly because 
the novel is presented through the eyes of Taylor. As a result it is her attitude towards trauma 
that is privileged, and no direct explanation of the worldview of the traumatized characters 
is offered. The narrative form of the novel is quite conventional, as it does not contain the 
gaps or fissures that Luckhurst identifies as typical of trauma narrative. This does not stop 
us from regarding the novel as a trauma narrative, if we agree with Luckhurst that narrative 
possibility should be privileged in trauma narrative. Kingsolver certainly reconfigures 
trauma in The Bean Trees, which can be seen as her attempt to rebuild a vision of community 
and connections in the wake of trauma. 
Perhaps it is thus not surprising that in her next novel, Animal Dreams, Kingsolver 
focuses more on trauma and makes her protagonist a victim of trauma herself and also 
includes a father figure who suffers from a breakdown in memory and other features typical 
of the more conventional type of trauma narrative. 
 
3.2 Reconstructing a Traumatized Childhood 
 
Animal Dreams is the most straightforward look at trauma in Kingsolver's body of work. 
Based on Luckhurst I would define it as a trauma narrative. According to Luckhurst, trauma 
narratives contain temporal disruption in the narrative. In Animal Dreams the gaps and 
fissures caused by trauma come up in the narrative through the main character Cosima’s 
selective amnesia of her childhood. She misremembers events or mixes her role in them, and 
she also doubts the truth of some of her memories. Cosima's father Homer also suffers from 
a breakdown of memory because of his progressing Alzheimer's disease. Luckhurst's second 
point is that trauma narratives are defined against banal forms of trauma representation. 
Kingsolver does not use trauma for shock value. Finally Luckhurst proposes privileging 
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narrative possibility, which is the point that most aptly applies to Kingsolver, for her 
characters seem to grow stronger after working through their traumas. Their lives begin anew 
after trauma. 
In Animal Dreams the protagonist Cosima Noline returns back to her hometown of 
Grace to confront her traumatic past. Upon arriving back to her hometown she begins a 
psychological process of working through her past traumas. Trauma may be tied to a certain 
place, and this is certainly so in Cosima's case. The town of Grace represents to her a lonely 
childhood, the loss of her mother, the stillbirth she suffered as a teenager and kept secret, 
and her difficult daughter-father relationship. It is no surprise she has avoided her hometown, 
which Cosima notes is “a memory minefield” (Animal Dreams 46). Everywhere Cosima 
turns to she is reminded of her childhood. She also suffers from selective amnesia when it 
comes to certain key memories of her childhood, the most important one of those being an 
episode where she rescues a pack of motherless coyote pups from a creek with the help of 
her sister Hallie. The sisters are in danger of drowning along with the pups because of a 
flood. Finally they are saved by their neighbor Eddie Dell (Animal Dreams 77). Hallie is an 
important figure in Cosima's life. Before Hallie travelled to Nicaragua to help with a 
revolution, she and Cosima were living together. They have also been very close as children. 
 In addition to Cosima Noline and her sister, the central characters of the novel are 
their father Homer Noline and Cosima's boyfriend Lloyd Peregrina. Homer Noline, who 
figures in several short chapters, is traumatized himself, because of the death of his wife. He 
is unable to show his love to his children and there seems to exist almost a wall between 
them, as revealed is in his feelings while watching the two sisters as children: “He feels a 
constriction around his heart that isn't disease but pure simple pain, and he knows he could 
weep if he could. Not for the river he can't cross to reach his children, not for the distance, 
but the opposite. For how close together these two are, and how much they have to lose” 
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(Animal Dreams 4). Lloyd Peregrina, who Cosima begins dating, is a Native American 
working on the railway. 
Cosima sees herself as the counterpart of her sister Hallie, who is bravely living out 
her dream in Nicaragua, helping out the revolution by increasing farming yields with her 
expertise. Cosima often compares herself to her sister and casts herself in a much worse light 
when doing so. She also does this in her memories. Hallie in a letter tells her that she clearly 
remembers saving the coyote pups, “We found those abandoned coyote pups, and the river 
was flooding, and you wanted to save them. You said we had to. I was chicken because Doc 
Homer would spank the shit out of us and I wanted to run for it, but you wouldn't let me” 
(Animal Dreams 121). Cosima has forgotten her role as the brave instigator of their 
childhood escapades. She notes of herself: “I wasn't brave; I was still trying to get around it” 
(Animal Dreams 149), but the people who know her disagree. Cosima notes that “Hallie 
seemed to think I'd crossed over – she claimed I was the one who'd once wanted to dig in 
and fight to save the coyote pups. Emelina thought I'd been ringleader in campaigns to save 
stewing hens. In my years of clear recall there was no such picture” (Animal Dreams 149). 
Cosima's selective memory loss seems to affect positive childhood memories. In addition to 
thinking herself as a coward when compared to her sister, Cosima also thinks all the men in 
her life have preferred her sister, thus revealing her low self-esteem. Often she jokes about 
her own failings as well. 
But the larger problem for Cosima is the traumatic experience of stillbirth she suffered 
as a teenager. It is narrated by Homero through a flashback. Cosima locks herself in the 
bathroom and asks Hallie to bring her a sweatshirt, so that she could take the stillborn baby 
outside. Homero watches as she slips outside with it, “the small bundle in her arms she 
carries in the curl of her upper body, her spine hunched like a dowager`s, as if this black 
sweater weighed as much as herself. When he understands what she has, he puts his knuckle 
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to his mouth to keep from making a sound” (Animal Dreams 140). Cosima's main problem 
is not that she does not accept the event or that the event is not properly represented it her 
brain. It is more how it affects her attitude towards life. She is not haunted by the event, but 
it has affected her attitudes towards life in subtle and also less subtle ways. The return to her 
hometown forces her to re-evaluate and ultimately comes to change her attitude. 
 Throughout the novel Cosima reworks and rediscovers her past. She reconstructs the 
key events of her life, finding out she was not as socially estranged as she thought, and that 
her lineage can be traced back to the founding mothers of Grace. Her father Homero has 
changed his original name, as the narrator tells us "his name is gone. He understands that 
this is his own fault. He took a pen to paper and changed it, canceled his ancestors [...]" 
(Animal Dreams 137). In this way Homero has led his daughters to believe that they are not 
related to the people of Grace. The motivation for changing his name comes from the bad 
reputation of the Nolina family Homero belonged to. 
Paradoxically, Homero has also recorded the proof that Hallie and Cosima are both of 
Grace lineage. This explains one of the repeating dreams of Cosima. She notes that “I'd lived 
all my life with a recurring nightmare. [...] When I let down my guard the dream would 
spring again, sending back to weeks of insomnia. It had to do with losing my eyesight. [..] 
there's a shattering pop, like glass breaking, and then I`m blind” (Animal Dreams 74). Later 
Cosima finds out that her father had documented and photographed, “with powerful 
flashbulbs, the old fashioned kind that popped once and then were used up” (Animal Dreams 
283), the new born babies of Grace for “an anomaly of pigmentation that was genetic proof 
of Gracela heritage on both sides” (Animal Dreams 283). Gracela heritage refers to the 
founding mother of the town of Grace. The eyes of babies with Gracela heritage “tended to 
darken just hours after birth” (Animal Dreams 283). When leafing through pictures of the 
babies, Cosima finds a picture of herself and her sister Hallie and notes that Homero “was 
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doing exactly the opposite of setting himself apart. He was proving we belonged here” 
(Animal Dreams 284). Then she realizes her recurring nightmare comes from having her 
picture taken as a baby and mentions, “I dropped the photographs because I heard the broken-
glass pop of the flash and went blind” (Animal Dreams 284). 
Being a member of the Grace community through blood is important to Cosima. This 
is revealed in an earlier chapter where the eldest woman in the village, Dona Althea, speaks 
to a television crew of the birth of Grace. She speaks of the nine Gracela sisters who came 
from Spain and founded the village. Cosima notes that “it was the Genesis of Grace. And of 
Hallie and me. Our father`s own grandmother – mother of Homero Nolina up in the 
graveyard – was one of those [the Gracela sisters] [...]” (Animal Dreams 267). Cosima feels 
it is “a bedtime story thirty years late” (Animal Dreams 268). This reveals that Cosima is not 
only remembering her past, but that she is also reconstructing it on the basis of new truths 
as she discovers her heritage. 
Cosima also contributes to the community of Grace herself by working as a biology 
teacher and helping the local women's club to raise money to save the town from a dam 
project by a local mining company. She reconstructs her past through old photographs, 
discussions with her father and other important figures from her childhood, like her sister 
Hallie, who refuses to let Cosima bring herself down. She also gives Cosima advice on how 
she leads her own life, helping Cosima to begin living her own, which she considers herself 
not to be in control of. In answer to a self-deprecating letter from Cosima, Hallie writes: 
“You think you`re no good, so you can`t do good things. Jesus, Codi, how long are you going 
to keep limping around on that crutch? It`s the other way around, it`s what you do that makes 
you who you are” (Animal Dreams 224). After thinking over Hallie's letter Cosima notes: 
“I'd spent a long time circling above the clouds, looking for life, while Hallie was living it” 
(Animal Dreams 225). But Hallie doesn't know of the trauma that Cosima has suffered. 
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Cosima notes that, “I'd lost what there was to lose: first my mother and then my baby. 
Nothing you love will stay. Hallie could call that attitude a crutch, but didn`t know, she 
hadn`t lost and loved so deeply” (Animal Dreams 233). Cosima's trauma is what sets her 
apart from her sister. 
 Hallie is only one of the characters with whom Cosima speaks of her problems. In 
the novel she goes through a process of bringing unconscious and suppressed memories to 
the forefront of consciousness and confronting them. The word confrontation describes the 
process well since it is not an easy one. According to Laub, the process of working through, 
of witnessing, requires the help of someone knowledgeable in the effects of trauma who can 
help a victim get through (Fellman 58). As in many Kingsolver novels, a medical 
professional is unavailable and so her characters, like Cosima, consult their friends. 
In her study, Sheryl Stevenson argues that Cosima's behavior is influenced by her being 
a trauma victim. She first draws attention to the time of the novel's publication, 1990, noting 
that the novel “appeared during a great surge of interest, both scholarly and popular, in 
trauma and its effects on memory” (328). She notes three characteristics which link Animal 
Dreams to the trauma aesthetic. First, Codi's narrative contains gaps, evasion of her past and 
suddenly erupting emotions, second, repetitions and returns also take place extensively and 
finally, memory is presented as dialogic and third, it is subject to reworking and retelling in 
a communal context (Stevenson 329-330). I would add that the narrative of Cosima's father 
is temporally confused as he mixes past events with the present. 
However, I argue that Stevenson goes too far in her reading, as some of the complexity 
of the novel is missed because of her strictly trauma studies perspective. For example, 
Stevenson notes that Animal Dreams is “a novel that seems to be structured by the 
compulsion to return and repeat” (336). While this is essentially true, what is more important 
is how Cosima returns and repeats. She works through both her childhood trauma, accepting 
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the deaths of her child and mother. She also speaks about the baby's death to the father Loyd. 
Cosima also faces a new trauma when her sister Hallie dies, but is able to accept it and live 
on, partly helped by the ceremony she conducts for Hallie's passing with the rest of the 
people in Grace. Cosima becomes active in making decisions on her own, instead of being a 
passive like the other traumatized characters in the Kingsolver novels discussed in this thesis 
(apart from Taylor who remains quite strong throughout the novel). For Codi the change is 
quite remarkable. She is able to change because she works through her trauma. 
 Another point raised by Stevenson that I wish to disagree with concerns the character 
of Loyd, who impregnated Cosima when they were both teenagers, though he is not aware 
of this until the end of the novel. Stevenson notes that “Codi`s attraction back to Loyd 
precisely fits the psychology of reenactment explained by Herman and others – the need to 
master a wounding experience of the past” (Animal Dreams 336). Cosima does get together 
again with Loyd, but he has changed since he impregnated her as a teenager. What Stevenson 
also leaves out is that Loyd has had to work through the trauma of his twin brother's death, 
which he clearly has not forgotten about. He tells Cosima about his brother Leander's death: 
“’he wasn't but fifteen. Not old enough to sit down and order a beer. [...] We drank some, but 
I don`t think he was drunk the night he died. There was a fight in a bar.’ ‘What did he die of, 
then?’ ‘Puncture wounds. Internal hemorrhage’” (Animal Dreams 208-9). This is reflected 
in his decision to quit his hobby of training fighting cocks. Lloyd takes Cosima along with 
him to show his hobby, but after a discussion with Cosima, he quits the activity. The line 
“what I believe is that humans should have more heart than that. I can't feel good about 
people making a spectator sport out of puncture wounds and internal hemorrhage" (Animal 
Dreams 191), is highly significant as it is what Lloyd's brother died of as well. After hearing 
Cosima's last comment, and thinking about it for a while, he tells her that his “brother 
Leander got killed by a drunk, about fifteen miles from here” (Animal Dreams 191). Loyd's 
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role in Cosima's life is much more complicated than Stevenson implies. 
To say that Cosima is attracted to Loyd simply because she has a compulsion to repeat 
previous events as a trauma survivor may be true, but there is no proof in the narrative upon 
that point. The narrative actively points to the opposite, since Cosima does not reenact the 
same behavior. She does not just have sex a few times, as the two did as teenagers. Instead, 
the relationship develops into something much more important and also develops very 
differently. This time it is Cosima who is in control of the relationship and also takes the 
iniative with sex. When Cosima and Loyd go on a trip, they visit an old Native American 
condo and end up having sex. Cosima notes that “I hesitated, I hadn't expected to have to 
make the suggestion, and my stomach felt tight” (Animal Dreams 129). The past does lay its 
shadow on the relationship, but Cosima is quite aware of her own feelings. She says, “I 
thought of the condom in his pocket, the presumption, and felt irritated. ‘Well, it's a good 
seduction spot. It worked on me’” (Animal Dreams 130). More importantly she notes after 
her comment that: 
he was wounded. I suppose some sharp thing in me wanted to sting him, for making 
me need him now. After he'd once cut me to the edge of what a soul will bear. But that 
was senseless. Anybody would say that baby was my own fault, and he didn't even 
know about it. I looked at this grown-up Loyd and tried to make sense of him, seeing 
clearly that he was too sweet to survive around me. I would go to my grave expecting 
the weapon in the empty hand. (Animal Dreams 131) 
First of all, Cosima is aware of their past and of her mixed feelings. She does not act out of 
a compulsion to repeat. She realizes that blaming Loyd for what happened is senseless. Using 
the word “grown-up Loyd” is also important as it shows that she is able to differentiate 
between the young Loyd and this new, different Loyd. The argument that dating Loyd comes 
from a compulsion to repeat is also weakened by the fact that the narrative does not reveal 
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anything of the past events between Loyd and Cosima. We are only told that they went out 
on dates a few times and had sexual intercourse. Nothing more is revealed. 
 In fact, Cosima seems remarkably less traumatized than Stevenson's article states. 
She is able to talk about her traumas, though she has not entirely worked through them. 
Compared to Esperanza and Turtle in The Bean Trees, she appears positively healthy. 
Certainly she is psychologically wounded, and in her case the term trauma could be used in 
a more general sense. While Cosima is not suffering from PTSD, to say she is not at all 
traumatized does not seem true either. The problem is, perhaps, partly one of how to define 
a traumatized person. Though Cosima does have certain characteristics that link her with 
traumatized people, her plight is not all that uncommon. People often cover up and avoid 
being reminded of the pains they have suffered, but that does not make a person traumatized. 
Many traumatized persons may also muddle up memories of their past. 
 Kingsolver's recurring theme of community and connections is also important from 
the perspective of recovery from trauma. Stevenson notes that “Animal Dreams illuminates 
how communities and cultural influences can enable traumatized people to connect with 
their past and with other people, thus finding value in their lives however much has been 
destroyed or lost” (342). She further argues that rituals are one way that Kingsolver shows 
the importance of the above in recovery from trauma (342). After her sister Hallie's death 
has been confirmed, Cosima conducts a ceremony where the people of Grace gather together 
and bring mementoes of Hallie. Cosima then buries the items. Through the ritual she is able 
“to experience the powerful grief she feared would be 'unbearable'” (344). 
 More generally rituals bind people together in all cultures. The dead are helped into 
the next world in a fashion which helps people in an often traumatic event. Rituals can also 
give meaning to events that would otherwise seem random. Through the ritual Cosima 
creates an event where she can discover the meaning of Hallie to the people of Grace and 
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share her grief collectively.  Earlier in the novel her boyfriend Loyd relates a death ritual of 
his tribe, who had the tradition of burying their dead babies into the walls, so that the dead 
would be near at all times. 
It is important to note how Cosima comes to change her attitude towards death and is 
able to work through the trauma caused by the death of Hallie in a different way than the 
trauma created by her dead baby. She has grown as a character and faced her past traumas. 
The resolution of the novel is the birth of new life, as Cosima finds herself pregnant to Loyd. 
Ultimately, Cosima, through rewitnessing her own past, and with the help of her relatives, 
friends and lover, comes to take a more healthy view of what has happened to her, 
disallowing it from having an effect on her life any longer. She works through her traumas 
and reworks her past so that she is in control again. No longer do her false memories lead 
her into making assumptions on what kind of a person she is. Her view of herself has come 
to be influenced by her traumas and the low self-esteem view she had of herself. 
The end of the novel is marked by an optimism typical of Kingsolver. Loyd and 
Cosima become a couple. She has a child with him and she successfully gives birth. Her 
return to her childhood and youthhood community is also a triumph. She succeeds as the 
biology teacher at the school and is chosen as teacher of the year. Cosima also takes an 
important role in battling the local mining company and saving Grace. Survival from trauma 
seems an understatement in her case. Triumphing over trauma might be a more fitting term 
as Cosima's efforts in Grace do not resemble the compulsive repetitions of a trauma victim. 
Animals Dreams, when compared to The Bean Trees, places less of an emphasis on 
trauma. With Prodigal Summer trauma is further removed from the narrative limelight and  
mainly appears in a single chapter. This may be because the main character deals with her 
trauma in a healthy way from the beginning. How she does so will be discussed next. 
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3.3 Rebuilding Life after the Death of a Husband 
 
Prodigal Summer was published in 2000. Its themes are somewhat different from those in 
Kingsolver's first two novels, and so are the traumas it depicts since there are no rapes or 
miscarriages in this novel. Another difference is that the novel widens the typical focus of 
Kingsolver from family and community to the natural world, expanding the range of 
connections. The natural world is a more central theme in the novel than family and 
community. The narrative structure is also somewhat more complex. Instead of a single 
central protagonist, Prodigal Summer focuses on three separate characters, who live in the 
same area of the fictional Zebulon County in the Appalachian mountain range. 
The three separate plotlines do not directly overlap, but the protagonists of each 
plotlines are mentioned in passing. The storyline, titled “Predators”, focuses on a forest 
guardian named Leanna, who is watching over a nature reserve. She is especially worried 
about the survival of a pack of coyotes that have arrived in the area, as they are hated by 
farmers. The coyotes are linked with another problem Leanna faces. Her secluded life 
becomes complicated when a young hunter comes into the nature reserve and the two 
become lovers. The second plotline is named "Moth Love" and is told from the perspective 
of Lusa Landowski, a young biology major/farm wife who has specialized in moths in her 
studies. When still working at university, she met a farmer named Cole Widener who married 
her and took her to live on his family farm in Zebulon County. Their different outlooks on 
life on the farm have led to frequent verbal battles between the two. Their fights and their 
marriage are cut short when Cole dies in an accident, leaving Lusa to look after the farm and 
its shaky finances. The final plotline, named “Old Chestnuts”, focuses on an elderly widowed 
man named Garnett Walker, whose aim in life is to find a healthy line of chestnuts that 
withstands the chestnut blight. His neighbor, the organic apple grower Nannie Rawley, 
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causes him headaches with her insistence on him not spraying pesticide. The two debate the 
issue by exchanging letters. 
As the character of Lusa Landowski is the most topical one from the viewpoint of 
trauma, in this study I will focus mainly on the sections about her, while referring to the two 
other plotlines only when necessary. Lusa's traumatic experiences bear a similarity to Taylor 
and Cosima. A marked difference to The Bean Trees and Animal Dreams is the much lesser 
attention given to trauma in Prodigal Summer. In this novel the traumatic event itself is 
hardly referred to at all, and Lusa seems to recover extremely quickly from the death of her 
husband. The novel focuses much more on her efforts of rebuilding her life, coping and 
finding a new way to make a living on the family farm. A secondary character going through 
a traumatizing event is Lusa's sister-in-law, a mother of two, who is dying of cancer. After 
her death, a traumatic event left out of the narrative, Lusa adopts the two children and names 
them as her heirs, partly in an attempt to please the Widener family, who have been worried 
that the family house might leave the family if Lusa remarries. 
Prodigal Summer has received much attention (see e.g. Jones, Bender, Wenz, 
Narduzzi) from ecocritics, and also from an ecofeminist perspective (Magee 2008). This is 
only natural as the novel clearly focuses on the relationship between humans and the natural 
world and most of the main characters are women. Magee discusses the novel from point of 
view of how women are portrayed in it in relation to nature. He points out that “all the main 
female characters clearly represent nature, and the men […] (agri)culture” (Magee 16). 
While Lusa is a modern educated woman who becomes a more ecological farmer (16), the 
men in the novel, like Cole, “remain obstinately wedded to industrial agriculture” (Magee 
16). Thus two poles, male and female, nature and culture, are juxtaposed with each other. 
Kingsolver's ethical approach towards the natural world has also received critical 
attention. Wenz compares Kingsolver's view of the land to that of the US nature writer Aldo 
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Leopold, who upheld that all parts of nature are required for its smooth running. Both wolves 
and insects are equally important in the ecosystem. This attitude is reflected in the letter 
debate between Nannie Rawley and Garnett Walker on the use of pesticide. In answer to a 
letter written by Garnett, Nannie writes that “everything alive is connected to every other by 
fine, invisible threads” (Prodigal Summer 218), she also mentions that “there's even a thing 
called the Volterra principle […], which is all about how insecticide spraying actually drives 
up the number of the bugs you're trying to kill” (Prodigal Summer 218). Rawley's position 
is very close to that of Aldo Leopold. The theme of connections, central also in The Bean 
Trees, is here extended to nature. 
 The focus of Prodigal Summer widens from family and community to a more global 
perspective. The reason I have chosen the novel for my study is because it shows how 
Kingsolver has moved away from a focus on trauma that severely affects a traumatized 
person, to psychic hardships that affect all people. Because of this change in focus, a trauma 
perspective, has not been employed in studying the novel to my knowledge. This is not 
surprising as trauma does not play a major role in the novel and only appears in the plotline 
of Lusa. Lusa goes through a period of mourning after her husband dies, but does not become 
traumatized. Instead, she goes through a possibly traumatizing event in a non-pathological 
manner. 
As with the The Bean Trees and Animal Dreams, the traumatic event itself is only 
mentioned very briefly. The main focus is on recovery and character development. Through 
trauma Lusa is shocked into taking a new look at her life. In being forced to live on after the 
death of her husband, Lusa finds new strength in herself and reconnects strongly with her 
childhood wishes of having her own garden. Jewel is impressed by her canning efforts and 
at the beauty of her garden, where she plants unexpected plant species and uses 
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unconventional means of fighting pests. For Lusa the traumatic shock is huge, but she 
ultimately comes to view the love that the couple felt for each other as more important. 
Much like in Animal Dreams where Cosima organizes a ritual for remembering her 
sister Hallie, in this novel the mourning of Cole Widener's death becomes a communal event. 
Lusa is never left alone after her husband's death, as her sister-in-laws watch after her and 
force her to eat and take care of herself. They aid her in recovering from the traumatic event. 
Lusa is also able to talk to Jewel of her feelings concerning the death of Cole. Kingsolver 
again underlines the fact that recovery from trauma requires sharing one's feelings and the 
help of a community or family. It follows that the feelings generated by trauma are shared in 
very mundane circumstances, while canning cherries for example. Trauma does not - and 
cannot - stop Kingsolver's characters, as they must go through trauma while going onwards 
with their lives. The true crisis that characters face is marked by their inability to live their 
lives normally. In The Bean Trees Taylor is so shocked when Turtle becomes catatonic again 
that she becomes unable to look after her. Cosima in Animal Dreams is more complicated as 
she has never fully gone through her trauma. Lusa faces her trauma crisis immediately after 
her husband's death. Because of this the fifth chapter of the novel, which focuses on Cole's 
wake, is of central importance. It is also the only chapter where trauma overtly features. 
 It is in this chapter that Lusa describes the numbness she feels and the impossibility 
of sleep, as well as the out of body experience and unreality of the situation. The narrator 
tells us that “Lusa tried to make this strange dream fell true, but couldn`t quite connect 
herself with the person she found herself sitting inside of here” (Prodigal Summer 70). She 
also “found it impossible to feel anything. Somehow her numbness [...]” (Prodigal Summer 
72). When she for a split moment thinks of Cole as if he is still alive, she “vaguely grasped 
how far gone she must be. Shock, two night without sleep […] had caused her to lose her 
mind. Her body, as if it belonged to someone else [...]” (Prodigal Summer 73). The sense of 
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unreality and her inability to feel anything shows here. Also her lack of sleep, which 
continues after the wake: “two days and two nights after the wake, Lusa still hadn't slept” 
(Prodigal Summer 75). But “the more tired she felt, the more adamantly her mind seemed to 
want to keep vigil. Over what” (Prodigal Summer 75), she ask, which shows her questioning 
her own behavior. This could be a sign of not wishing to accept the death. In the course of 
this chapter she both accepts the death of Cole and is able to begin moving on. The phases 
of trauma recovery happen within a short timeframe, which contains the process described 
in Animal Dreams and The Bean Trees. 
It is the comment of Nannie Rawley that seems to predict Lusa's rapidly proceeding 
working through process. She tells Lusa that “I lost a child” and “thought I wouldn't live 
through it. But you do. You learn to love the place somebody leaves behind for you” 
(Prodigal Summer 74). Nannie Rawley's words also echo the resolution of Lusa's plotline, 
where she realizes that Cole is still going to be with her. She thinks that Cole lives on in the 
house and also in the memories of the people in Zebulon County. She also sees herself as a 
continuation of the Widener family. All the tales of Cole she can coax from people in the 
county seem to her “really parts of one long story, the history of a family that had stayed on 
its land. And that story was hers now as well” (Prodigal Summer 440). Partly as a result from 
Cole's death she becomes a part of the Widener family. Trauma here seems to work as a plot 
device to generate change in Lusa and integrate her into the community. 
The community is clearly worried about Lusa. The line of people at the wake stretches 
outside and people have to wait for an hour to see Cole`s body and “there was hardly a soul 
in the valley who had not turned out, it seemed” (Prodigal Summer 71). Thus most of the 
community is present at the wake. When Lusa falls asleep for a brief moment at her place 
near Cole's body, everyone attending goes silent, which wakes her up. She opens “her eyes 
onto their sorrowful, silent stares, as if she herself were the occasion of a wake” (Prodigal 
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Summer 75-6). However, the chapter also depicts the differences between Lusa and the 
community she lives in. Her outsider status is evident in how most people only manage to 
nod in her direction, but “to the rest of Cole's family they were pouring out such a stream of 
condolences that Lusa feared she might drown in the backwash” (Prodigal Summer 71). She 
also recounts the rather disparaging mnemonic hints she made up to remember the names of 
her sister-in-laws. “Mary Edna had been Menacing Eldest; Hannie-Mavis kept Makeup 
Handy; Long-faced Lois was Long-haired and Loud; Emaline was Emotional” (72). 
Importantly, she notes how Jewel did not require a nickname to be remembered, she recalls 
seeing her as an empty vessel with mournful eyes. This act of setting her apart from her 
sisters echoes later events in the novel, where Jewel and Lusa become friends, perhaps partly 
because both have faced an emotional trauma. Lusa has lost her husband and Jewel is dying 
of cancer. She has also lost a husband, who ran away. 
Throughout the chapter Lusa is regularly reminded of Cole's death. She sees his bass-
guitar and is instantly reminded of Cole playing it. In a dream sequence Cole comes to her 
and recognizes her from other women lying on a meadow by her smell. He takes the form of 
a furry moth in the dream. Odor is a recurring concept in Lusa's plotline, which can also be 
seen during the wake as well. The clearest sign of the importance of odor is the moth, which 
gives Lusa's chapters their name. Lusa's dream also echoes the first chapter in which she 
smells honeysuckle and realizes that it is a mark of her husband's love beyond words. Though 
the couple fights with words they are still connected by something deeper down, by some 
primal instinct. Love requires no words between them. This also gains in importance after 
Cole's death, as his love is shown through the scent of honeysuckle. Death does not change 
the connection between the two, since at the end of the novel Lusa feels that Cole is going 
to be a husband who lives on in her and the community's memories. So from the point of 
view of trauma, she finds solace in the fact that her husband still lives in her memories. 
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The initial shock of Cole's death is still profound. Lusa realizes that he is dead when 
the sheriff arrives by car to tell her of the accident that killed her husband. She does not have 
to hear the news, she already knows. She thinks that “right now, from here on everything 
changes” (Prodigal Summer 51; original italics). The third person narrator disagrees and 
notes that it would not be true: “Her decision and all the rest of her days would turn not on 
the moment when she understood that Cole was dead, but […] when she'd received his 
wordless message by scent across a field” (51). The moment referred to here, that actually 
changes her life, happens two pages earlier. 
Lusa's life turned over on this one simple thing: a potent rise of scent as her young 
husband reached out his muscled arm for a branch of flowers. Here was what she'd 
forgotten about, the full, straight truth of their attachment. Her heart emptied of words, 
for once, and filled with a new species of feeling. Even if he never reached the house, 
if his trip across the field was disastrously interrupted by the kind of tractor accident 
that felled farmers in this steep country, she would still have had a burst of fragrance 
reaching across a distance to explain Cole's position in the simplest terms conceivable. 
(Prodigal Summer 49) 
The moment comes after an argument between Lusa and her husband. After six months of 
marriage the couple often have verbal fights. The sentence “heart emptied of words, for 
once” (Prodigal Summer 49) refers to the arguing. When Cole picks up a honeysuckle plant 
with the aim of bringing it to Lusa, she realizes the “the full, straight truth of their 
attachment” (Prodigal Summer 49). Lusa's musings of Cole never coming back to her 
foreshadows his eventual death. I would understand this as a hint on Kingsolver`s attitude 
towards trauma. The moment of trauma is not the turning point in Lusa`s life, but the moment 
when her husband picks up a branch of flowers to bring to her. This symbolizes his affection 
for her that goes beyond words. 
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The fragrance of the flowers is important because Lusa frequently refers to moths and 
their lives in which odor plays a significant role. After the quoted part Lusa marvels at how 
moths speak to each other. They cannot see, cannot speak words, but find each other in the 
dark through scent. She thinks of the language of scent as one “that could carry nothing but 
love and simple truth” (Prodigal Summer 50). The language of moths is juxtaposed with 
Lusa's and Cole's arguments, which happen in a language that carries many other things 
besides “love and simple truth” (Prodigal Summer 50). When Cole picks the flower and 
brings it to Lusa, he is speaking in moth language. 
From the viewpoint of trauma and recovery it is highly interesting that Kingsolver 
draws attention away from the trauma to the love between Lusa and Cole. The event where 
Lusa realizes their love is not the words of quarrels or deeds, but just a matter as simple as a 
smell, is more life changing than the death of her husband. It seems to say that beyond the 
pain of Cole's death, life goes on - a hopeful message typical of Kingsolver. The quoted 
passage above is linked with the ending resolution for Lusa, which is her realization that her 
husband will live on in the memories of her and other residents of Zebulon County. She also 
becomes the parent of Jewel's children, becoming a mother like the main characters of The 
Bean Trees and Animal Dreams. 
 
3.4 Three Different Approaches to Trauma 
 
After looking at each novel individually I now wish to compare and contrast the three novels 
with each other and propose the existence of an overarching development throughout these 
three novels. I argue that Kingsolver`s novels show a progression from individualistic 
thinking to a way of thinking that envelops the community of the characters. To achieve this 
end, trauma works as an important narrative device. There is also a similar movement in 
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Kingsolver's texts that move from discussing an individual character and her troubles, to 
examining those troubles in the wider context of their connections to the community and the 
environment. To make a broad generalization, each novel could be considered to focus on 
one level of this development, The Bean Trees the level of family, Animal Dreams the level 
of community, and Prodigal Summer the level of the environment. 
Trauma works as a catalyst for the characters in the novels. It causes a crisis that upsets 
the characters into thinking about these levels, their place in the world and realizing the 
importance of the connection to family, community and the natural world. Trauma is a useful 
narrative tool as it separates an individual from society. A severely traumatized individual 
can become so troubled by her trauma that it possesses her. All three main characters in these 
three novels come face-to-face with trauma and also ultimately manage to recover and to 
move on. In this section I will focus on the types of resolutions that Kingsolver gives in the 
three novels and what can be guessed at Kingsolver's attitude on the topic of trauma. 
One of the central dilemmas for each of the three characters is how they react to the 
questions awakened by trauma and to the traumas they confront. None of the main characters 
is suffering from PTSD, so it is their attitude to trauma that counts more, perhaps also how 
they avoid PTSD. For Taylor the central traumatic dilemma is to deal with Turtle's catatonic 
state, for Cosima the miscarriage she suffered as a teenager and for Lusa her husband's death. 
The attitude of each one of them towards their trauma differs, but the resolutions found in 
each novel are similar in many ways. Each character also gains some new knowledge and 
their life assumes a new shape at the end of the novel. The stages that the characters go 
through could be thought of as confronting trauma and then making a slow recovery from it. 
Within recovery more stages could be recognised although the recovery stage is quite fluid. 
The recovery process of a victim of trauma can and will take steps backward, as in the case 
of Turtle, and the progress can also be quite hard to measure. 
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Each character in the beginning is fixated by their individual issues, but in the course 
of the novel they integrate themselves into a community or social circle and come to care for 
other people and their own children. In The Bean Trees Taylor becomes the foster parent of 
Turtle, in Animal Dreams Cosima marries and has her own child and in Prodigal Summer 
Lusa adopts her sister-in-law's two children. Taylor's first thoughts in the novel are of 
escaping the fate of teenage pregnancy that awaits her in her hometown, but in an ironic 
twist she then becomes a foster mother. She is thrust into motherhood quite unprepared. 
Cosima has been running away from life and her traumatic past, but then returns to her 
hometown and again becomes a part of it. She also comes to realize that she is stronger than 
she thinks. Lusa is at first troubled by marital problems and feeling out of place in her new 
home, but through her efforts at farming comes to be regarded as part of the Widener family. 
She then adopts her sister-in-law's children, who are also misfits in the community. 
For all three novels the theme of connections is central, but perhaps most so in Prodigal 
Summer. This appears to be so in the two other novels as well, though nature plays a lesser 
role. Trauma is linked to connections because it breaks them. In the novels under study the 
way in which the rebuilding of this connectedness takes place is a central theme. Through 
showing how people suffer when they face trauma and how it affects them, Kingsolver puts 
forth the message that connections are essential for people. Even though she depicts 
traumatization, her characters find renewed hope in their future, by accepting what happens 
in the world. 
All three novels seem to share a vision of a community as an antidote to trauma, or 
perhaps as its counterpoint. Trauma has the effect of shattering the ties of a person to their 
community and even their belief in humankind. The effects of the Holocaust and the World 
Wars are examples of what traumatic events on a massive scale can do. The wars destroyed 
some of the ideals held by the Enlightenment and its humanism in the West. But even after 
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coming face-to-face with trauma, cruelty, environmental catastrophe, or death in the family, 
people manage to move on with their lives and recover. 
Prodigal Summer differs from the other two novels examined in this study, in that it 
focuses on a local level, while The Bean Trees and Animal Dreams bring South America into 
the narrative. Kingsolver often mixes global political issues into her novels, especially when 
they are linked to the USA. The Bean Trees brings up the genocide in Guatemala. Estevan 
describes its effects on him and his people, which includes the destruction of crops, the 
forced removal of people from their homes, torture and murder. In Animal Dreams Cosima's 
sister is decapitated but before the event her letters described the attacks and the difficult 
conditions of the rebellion in Nicaragua. But even after all this, Kingsolver's characters still 
(or perhaps enforced by this) view community as an important part of human existence. 
Though Kingsolver acknowledges the existence of evil in the world, she still resolves her 
novels positively and also expands the national level into transnational, showing the USA in 
a wider context. 
Whereas The Bean Trees deals more with Taylor's reaction to trauma, Animal Dreams 
and Prodigal Summer focus on the role of memories, which are important from the point of 
view of connections. In Animal Dreams a major part of the narration is how Cosima attempts 
to piece together her past. Upon rediscovering it and realizing that she has not been as apart 
from the community of Grace as she had thought. Traumatic memory is also a focus and 
affects the narrative in many ways. As noted in my analysis, Codi misremembers and assigns 
some of her own actions in her youth to Hallie. At the same time she discovers her past, she 
is also actively reworks her present and becomes a member of the local community again. 
So the two reworkings go hand in hand. Codi's present changes her attitude of her past, and 
as she continues to grow stronger she eventually speaks about her miscarriage with Lloyd 
and also with her father. 
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In Prodigal Summer memories again surface as a theme, and they are ultimately a 
solace to Lusa who will keep her husband in her memories. It does not so much focus on the 
memory of Cole's death (which happens away from narrative focus), as it does on the 
memories he leaves behind him. There exists a collective memory of him in Zebulon County, 
and Lusa can tap into this resource. She will share her husband with all the other people in 
the community and piece together his past while she lives on the farm. Though he is gone 
physically, he still remains a living memory to Lusa. Her life does not change forever when 
her husband dies, it has changed when she received his scented message, a honeysuckle he 
has picked and brings to her. This is a message free from the interference of words, a primal 
connection that proves without words Cole's feelings for Lusa. This positive memory is what 
Kingsolver ultimately emphasizes, as she ends Lusa's story on a hopeful note and gives her 
readers a resolution. 
Kingsolver's hopefulness is clear in the resolutions of her other novels as well. The 
Bean Trees ends with Taylor explaining to Turtle how important connections to other people 
are and Turtle ends up mixing real people in with her vegetable soup song, Taylor being the 
central name that comes up. Animal Dreams ends with new life beginning and Codi having 
become a member and occupant of Grace again. The 28 chapters of Animal Dreams, being 
the number of days in a woman's monthly menstrual cycle, also draw attention to 
renewability. The cycle will begin again. In Prodigal Summer Lusa adopts Jewel's two 
children and comes to accept that she will live her life finding out about her husband's past 
as she grows older. The narrative of the other female character in the novel ends as she 
becomes pregnant and leaves her position as a nature guardian  to take care of her baby. 
Prodigal Summer could be seen to give Kingsolver`s final word on trauma, or her 
movement away from trauma, because the novel mainly focuses on the relations and 
connections between the humankind and the natural world. Trauma appears as a theme only 
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in Lusa's story. The novels by Kingsolver after Prodigal Summer move further away from 
trauma. The Lacuna and Flight Behavior do not have traumatized main characters and do 
not contain trauma as a theme. 
In Animal Dreams and Prodigal Summer the communities provide an important 
backdrop for recovery from trauma. Lusa hears memories of Cole from the townspeople, 
helping her to keep his memory alive. It is his memory that Lusa decides to live with, noting 
that he is a husband whose life she will keep piecing together from fragments heard from 
other people. Taylor finds a new family in Tucson, which becomes her community, and 
Cosima reintegrates into the community in Grace. So while these two characters find 
themselves a new community (Taylor, Lusa), Cosima rediscovers her childhood community. 
For narration trauma seems a useful tool. A character becomes much deeper if he or 
she has a trauma in her past, that can be gone back to in flashbacks or in the memories of 
characters. Kingsolver, quite effectively, describes the inner workings of her traumatized 
characters. Ultimately the defining characteristic of Kingsolver's depiction of trauma is her 
unrelenting practicality. Her characters take a pragmatic attitude towards trauma and are only 
momentarily affected by it. Trauma is not a matter of reflection in itself, and its problematic 
nature is not covered within Kingsolver's work. It is a fact of life. What is important with 
trauma is the attitude taken towards it. Whether or not Kingsolver's position holds true for 
those traumatized is another matter. In addition to attitude, trauma requires the help of 
community and family to be beaten. Trauma seems to function as a tool for Kingsolver to 
awaken questions on the importance of community and family. It is a perfect means for this 
end because it effectively separates a person from their day-to-day life. It is a crisis that 
awakens thoughts and a need to respond to many questions about a person's relationship to 
the world. Questions of death, dealing with the problem of evil in the world, the need for 
community and atrocities around the world. The major difference between the representation 
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of trauma in Kingsolver and trauma outside of her novels is in resolutions that Kingsolver 
gives in her novels. Her characters triumph over trauma without fail. 
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4. Conclusion 
 
Trauma becomes a problem when it bothers a person constantly, and invades upon the 
present moment. The traumatic event must then be worked through. Then the past of trauma 
patients is lifted into awareness and the event is no longer suppressed. The traumatic event 
becomes part of a person's consciousness and is set in a meaningful framework. This is what 
Kingsolver's characters do as well. They explain trauma to themselves and rebuild a 
worldview, where the connections between people are recognised as being of central 
important. 
In this thesis I have argued that the ending resolutions of each character are what prove 
their strengthened ties to community and their new attitudes towards community and other 
people after trauma. In chapter 3.1 I noted that the resolution of The Bean Trees is that Taylor 
accepts her role as the mother of Turtle and explains to her how important people are. The 
answer of the novel to the problem of trauma are strengthened relations between family 
members. In chapter 3.2 I explored the character of Cosima, who, in the last chapter of 
Animal Dreams, two years after burying her sister and father, is pregnant to the man who 
impregnated her in her teenage years. Now the two are in a loving relationship. Her ending 
resolution includes an active membership in her community. In chapter 3.3 I discussed Lusa, 
who recovers from trauma and finds solace in the fact that her husband still lives on in the 
memories of people in Zebulon County. More concretely she also adopts the children of her 
sister-in-law and becomes a Widener herself. The resolutions show Kingsolver`s hopefulness 
and positivity. Her characters successfully work through trauma and find life after it. 
In Kingsolver's novels trauma, though it causes a retreat from social relations and for 
a person to create a defensive shell around them, ultimately strengthens her characters belief 
in the importance of connections to other people, be it family, community or nature in their 
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lives. Trauma would seem to have the role of forcing her characters to re-evaluate their lives. 
It is a shock that works as a catalyst for change and self-discovery. This shock leads to a 
development towards positive change and because of it the characters grow stronger. 
What has not been addressed in this study are many of the finer details of how trauma 
is portrayed in the novels. The focus on the main characters has also forced me to leave out 
the minor characters and their attitudes towards trauma. During the study I also came to 
notice that in Kingsolver a pure trauma perspective is somewhat limiting. Her characters are 
much more than just traumatized individuals who then work through trauma. The characters 
continue to live their lives while simultaneously working through trauma. It does not 
debilitate them or come to define their lives. Kids must still be taken care of and the lawn 
still needs to be mown. Kingsolver's and her characters` attitude to trauma is ultimately 
defined by their practicality. Her novels are not trauma novels, but trauma just happens to 
feature in them to an extent. A study of Kingsolver that would utilize theories of the smaller 
scale traumas that all people go through might be more fruitful. 
A possible future way of studying the novels would be to enlarge the trauma 
perspective to a wider range of theories in memory studies and attitudes towards death. 
Kingsolver seems to have a certain ideal way of life which she describes in her novels and 
attempting to describe that requires more than simple trauma study. Though Kingsolver's 
characters do recover from trauma, it is the conclusions they reach which is ultimately of 
importance. Linking these resolutions with Kingsolver's political views might also be of 
interest. Kingsolver's A Poisonwood Bible would also need to be included in a study of 
trauma in Kingsolver, as it features trauma as a theme. 
I have enjoyed my foray into the worlds of both trauma theory and Barbar Kingsolver, 
but I feel I have learned more from Kingsolver. Her positive and always practical approach 
to the difficulties of life shines through her characters. Though life is at times hard to bear, 
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by keeping our faith in the connections we share with other people, even trauma can be 
worked through. 
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Finnish Summary 
 
Tarkastelen maisterin tutkielmassani yhdysvaltalaisen Barbara Kingsolverin kolmea 
romaania traumanäkökulman kautta. Romaaneista kaksi, The Bean Trees (1988) ja Animal 
Dreams (1990), ovat Kingsolverin uran alkupäästä, kun taas Prodigal Summer (2006) 
edustaa Kingsolverin myöhempää tuotantoa. Traumanäkökulma on mielestäni oikeutettu 
romaanien käsittelemiseen, koska Kingsolverin tuotannon kantavia teemoja ovat ihmisten 
väliset suhteet, jotka trauma rikkoo. Kingsolver ei niinkään tarkastelemissani romaaneissa 
tarkastele miten näin tapahtuu, mutta sen sijaan keskittyy ihmissuhteiden 
jälleenrakentamiseen traumaattisen tapahtuman jälkeen. Keskeinen väitteeni on, että 
kokemansa trauman kautta romaanien päähenkilöt huomaavat ihmissuhteiden tärkeyden ja 
integroituvat tiukemmin yhteisöönsä. Kuvattujen suhteiden ja linkkien laajuus kehittyy 
romaanien välillä. Kingsolverin käsittelemät ihmisten väliset suhteet siirtyvät perhepiiristä 
laajempaan yhteisöön ja lopulta ihmisen luontosuhteeseen. 
The Bean Treesin päähenkilö on nimeltään Taylor Greer, joka matkustaa 
kotikylästään Kentuckyn osavaltiossa Tucsoniin Arizonaan. Matkalla hän saa hoiviinsa 
Cherokee-heimoon kuuluvan kolmevuotiaan tytön, jota on seksuaalisesti hyväksikäytetty. 
Romaani seuraa miten tyttö (nimeltään Turtle), paranee kokemistaan traumoista ja miten 
Taylor Turtlen ottoäitinä muuttaa elämänasenteitaan. Animal Dreamsin päähenkilö Cosima 
Noline taas puolestaan kärsii itse traumasta. Hän on kokenut teini-ikäisenä keskenmenon, 
jonka hän on piilottanut läheisiltään. Cosima on lähtenyt kotikylästään Gracesta paetakseen 
muistoja teini-iän kokemuksistaan. Romaanissa hän palaa takaisin kylään ja joutuu 
käsittelemään traumojaan sekä avautumaan kokemuksistaan. Kahdesta muusta romaanista 
poiketen Prodigal Summer pitää sisällään kolme tarinalinjaa, joista vain Lusa Landowskin 
tarinalinja käsittelee traumaa teemana. Lusa kokee itse trauman, kun hänen puolisonsa 
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maanviljelijä Cole Widener kuolee onnettomuudessa. Lusa kokee itsensä ulkopuoliseksi 
puolisonsa kotikylässä, mutta Colen kuolema pakottaa hänet tulemaan aiempaa itsenäiseksi 
ja saa hänet tarkastelemaan uusia sukulaisiaan aiempaa avoimemmin. 
Siinä missä Kingsolverin romaanit keskittyvät traumasta paranemiseen, traumateoria 
keskittyy pitkälti traumaan itseensä ja sen vaikutuksiin länsimaisessa kulttuurissa. 
Kulttuurisen traumateorian pioneeri, tutkija Cathy Caruthin mukaan trauma jää ihmisen 
psyykeen kokemuksena, jota ihmisen mieli ei pysty integroimaan. Siksi trauma jää 
kummittelemaan tajuntaan. Tapahtuma palaa painajaisten, pakonomaisten 
jälleenkokemisten ja häiritsevien muistojen muodossa, häiriten näin arkielämää ja 
pahimmassa tapauksessa tehden sen mahdottomaksi. Mielen on vaikea representoida 
traumaattista tapahtumaa. Caruthin mukaan trauma haastaa taiteet, mukaan lukien 
kirjallisuuden, keksimään uusia representaatiotapoja trauman kuvaamiseksi. Radstone 
kritisoi Caruthia siitä, että hänen teoriansa yksinkertaistaa ihmisen psyykeä liikaa. 
Traumaattinen tapahtuma ei ole niin selvästi erillään muusta mielestä kuin hän esittää. 
Luckhurstin mukaan trauma ei pelkästään johda representaation kriisiin, kuten 
Caruth esittää, vaan se avaa myös uusia narratiivisia mahdollisuuksia. Kirjallisuutta 
käsittelevän traumateorian puolella Luckhurst esittää traumanarratiivin tunnistamista omana 
genrenään, jonka piirteitä ovat tarinankerronnan kronologian rikkoutuminen ja asenne 
traumaan, joka ei banalisoi sitä. Luckhurst myös ehdottaa että traumanarratiivigenressä 
kerronnallista mahdollisuutta tulisi korostaa. Tämä ulottaisi genrekuvauksen romaaneihin, 
joita ei muuten voi lukea genreen kuuluvaksi. Vickroy näkee, että traumanarratiivi on 
apuväline traumatisoituneille. Se kuvailee traumaa niin, että lukijakunta ymmärtää 
traumatisoituneen mielenmaisemaa paremmin. 
Kingsolverin esikoisromaani The Bean Treesin keskeisiä henkilöitä trauman kannalta 
ovat Taylor Greer, Turtle ja Guatemalasta paennut Esperanza, joka on menettänyt tyttärensä. 
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Turtle ja Esperanza ovat selkeästi passiivisia, kun Taylor ensimmäisen kerran tapaa heidät. 
Romaanin edetessä kumpikin pikkuhiljaa paranee ja avautuu kertomaan kokemuksistaan. Se 
miten trauma erityisesti Turtlessa ilmenee jättää Tayloriin jälkensä. Hän ihmettelee miten 
pystyy elämään maailmassa, jossa on niin paljon pahuutta. Taylorin tapa suhtautua traumaan 
on uskoa ihmissuhteiden tärkeyteen. Romaanin lopussa hän kertoo Turtlelle vertauksen 
kautta miten tärkeitä ihmissuhteet ovat. Hän kertoo miten pavut toimivat yhteistyössä 
rhizobia-bakteerin kanssa. Kumpikin tarvitsee toista elääkseen, aivan kuten ihmiset. 
Animal Dreamsin tärkeimpiä henkilöitä trauman näkökulmasta ovat Cosima Noline, 
hänen siskonsa Hallie, isä Homero ja poikaystävä Lloyd Peregrina. Cosima vertailee 
jatkuvasti itseään sisareensa Hallieen, joka hänen mielestään uskaltaa elää elämänsä kuten 
haluaa. Cosima on jäänyt omasta mielestään potemaan traumaansa. Cosiman isä Homero 
kärsii dementiasta. Hänen nykyhetkensä sekoittuu menneisyyteen, mikä pakottaa myös 
Cosiman vastatusten menneisyyden kanssa hänen keskusteluissaan isänsä kanssa. Lloyd on 
saattanut Cosiman teini-ikäisenä raskaaksi, joten menneisyys kummittelee Cosiman 
seurustellessa Lloydin kanssa. Cosiman kotikylä Grace on myös tärkeä elementti Cosiman 
tarinassa, sillä se edustaa hänelle varsin hankalia lapsuus- ja nuoruusmuistoja, joihin 
Cosiman törmää uudelleen. 
Animal Dreams linkittyy traumanarratiiviin kronologian rikkoutumisen ja Cosiman 
muistista puuttuvien palasten kautta. Cosima muistaa väärin monta lapsuusmuistojaan ja on 
unohtanut osan niistä kokonaan. Käydessään uudelleen läpi nuoruuttaan ja lapsuuttaan 
hänelle selviää, että hän on itse johtanut hänen ja Hallien seikkailuja. Tärkeämpää on että 
Cosimalle selviää että hän ei ole ulkopuolinen kylässään, kuten hän on tullut uskomaan, vaan 
hän on itse asiassa sukua kylänsä perustajille. Cosima kokoaa romaanissa itsensä, pääsee yli 
traumastaan ja rakentaa parisuhteen Lloydin kanssa. Romaani loppuu hänen raskauteensa. 
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Romaanin loppuresoluutiossa Cosima tulee osaksi omaa yhteisöään, hieman samalla tavalla 
kuin Taylor, joka The Bean Treesin lopussa korostaa ihmissuhteiden tärkeyttä. 
Prodigal Summerin näkökulma eriää kahdesta muusta romaanista siinä että trauma 
on esillä paljon vähemmän. Romaanissa on kolme eri tarinalinjaa ja vain maanviljelijä Cole 
Widenerin vaimo Lusa Landowskin tarinalinjassa trauma on teemana. Lusan aviomies 
kuolee onnettomuudessa ja Lusa jää yksin hoitamaan maatilaa. Romaani kuvaa miten hän 
pääsee yli Colen kuolemasta ja löytää keinon selvitä maatilallaan. Lusan tapauksessa 
trauman kuvaus keskittyy pitkälti yhteen kappaleeseen, joka keskittyy Colen hautajaisiin. 
Kingsolver kuvaa tällöin Lusan traumaattisia oireita. Hän ei pysty nukkumaan, hänen 
kehonsa tuntuu vieraalta, välistä hän ajattelee Colen olevan vielä elossa. Lusa kuitenkin 
suhtautuu Colen kuoleman terveellä tavalla. Hän hyväksyy tämän kuoleman ja käsittelee sitä 
läpi romaanin. Lopulta hän päätyy ajattelemaan että Cole elää vielä kotikyläläisten 
muistoissa ja että hän tulee elämänsä aikana oppimaan lisää aviomiehestään. Lusan 
tarinalinjan toinen traumaattinen tapahtuma on kun hänen siskopuolensa Jewel kuolee 
syöpään. Jewel jättää kaksi lastaan Lusan hoidettaviksi. Jewelin kuolema ei kuitenkaan saa 
romaanissa osakseen samanlaista huomiota kuin Colen. 
Kaikkia romaaneja yhdistävät niiden positiiviset loppuratkaisut. Kaikki päähenkilöt 
selviävät traumaattisista kokemuksistaan ja tulevat vahvasti osaksi ympäröivää yhteisöä. The 
Bean Trees-teoksen Taylor tulee Turtlen viralliseksi huoltajaksi ja palaa perheensä pariin. 
Animal Dreams-romaanin Cosima tulee kotikylänsä aktiiviseksi jäseneksi ja äidiksi ja 
Prodigal Summer-teoksen Lusa keksii keinon selvitä maatilalla oman kulttuuritaustansa 
avulla. Hän myös toipuu aviomiehensä kuolemasta ja päätyy ottamaan hänen sukunimensä 
ja nimetä Jewelin lapset perijöikseen, jotta maatila pysyy Widenerin suvussa. Näin hän 
integroituu uuteen perheeseen. 
Loppuratkaisuissa näkyy myös Kingsolverin käytännöllinen asenne traumaa 
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kohtaan. Hahmot poikkeuksetta selviävät traumoistaan ja integroituvat tiukemmin 
perheeseen ja ympäröivään yhteiskuntaan. The Bean Trees-romaanissa perhesuhteet 
korostuvat, Animal Dreams tuo mukaan kyläyhteisön, johon päähenkilö intergroituu 
uudelleen ja lopulta Progidal Summer siirtyy tarkastelemaan ihmisen suhdetta luontoon, 
sisällyttäen silti perheen ja yhteisön tarkasteluunsa.  
